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Final four face 
off in debate 
By Hank Soule 
· Student · Body Presidential 
candidates Chris Fauske and 
John Davis squared off in a 
sparsely attended debate · held · 
yesterday in the MU B 
Strafford Room. 
The debate, mode1.:_ated by 
current St1Jden( Bady vice 
president Roy Lenard son, 
featured more one-on-one 
interaction between the 
candidates and as a result, the 
discussion tended to drift 
toward each team questioning 
the other's abilities rather than 
strictly concentrating on the 
issues as in the first debate. 
· Student Body presiden•tial teams, (Fauske/Landrigan, left and Davis/Eynon, right) squared off.in a debate yesterday afternoon in the Strafford Room of the MUB. Roy Leonardson, (center), moderated the debate. (Scott Young photo) · 
Ted Eynon made the 
opening statement for the 
Davis / Eynon team. He 
pointed out their margin of 
victory in the election held two 
weeks ago, and said they hoped 
to improve their results . 
Stanton ·House • h d . He claimed the Fauske/ rep·a1rs S unte . ~and:igan p)atfor~ i_s . . mcons1stent while the1-rs 1s 
solid. And in the first of many By Hank Soule 
Although no one disputes 
that Stantor:1 House i~badly in 
need of repair, the question _is 
when or if the renovations will 
be done . 
therapy and President of 
Stan ton House, called "a 
dangerous place to live." 
enter the 
building. 
basement of the attacks on their opponents' 
Stanton House also needs 
furniture, laundry facilities, 
and more telephones-at 
present , th·e ~e is on l_x p~j: p]:ione 
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ability to run _student 
government, Eynon said, 
"'There is no way their 
experience comes close to ·ours. 
We are the candidates· who 
have ·the experience . to· fulfill 
the position." 
Chris Fauske opened for the 
Fauske/ Landrigan team, 
noting his campaign is based at 
a broad cross-section of 
students and accusing his 
opponents of running as a "two 




By Chris Heisenburg 
With less than a week 
remaining before the run-off · 
election for Student Bodv 
President between John Davi~ 
and Chris Fauske, Davis has 
picked up the endorsement of 
the campus Young . Republi-
cans (YR). . 
Claiming Da·vis would 
"better represent the students 
of UNH ," YR President Mark 
Brady said his organization 
would _actively support Davis' 
_campaign. 
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S ta n t o n H o u s e i s t"h e 
women's residence hall located 
between the Durham Bank and 
T,own and Campus housing 53 
under.gu~_du~tes. , UN H rents 
She said the major problems 
with the building ·were the 
furnace, which she said had 
broken down several times 
during the ~inter: a leaking · 
roof-a resident woke up_ one . 
. 
night soaked: leaking pipes. 
which have stained the walls Subdued memorial .for Hayes 
... the building needs "major 
renovations," but the University is not 
responsible for anything but minor 
repairs. 
the building from the Gamma 
Theta Corporation, a. division 
of Alpha Ta.u Omega 
fraternity. 
According to Gregg 
Sanborn, dean of student 
affairs , ATO voluntarily left 
UNH in the spring of 1981 · 
because of concerns from the 
fraternity's national corpora-
tion about the house. 
'"There was a lot of damage 
to the house,'.' Sanborn said . 
Sanborn said ATO was also 
concerned with the financial 
management. of the house . 
According to Anthony 
Zizos, assistant administrator 
of Residential Life, the 
building needs "major 
renovations", but the 
University is not responsible 
for anyth ing but minor repairs. 
The Stanton House lease is 
' current)~, being reviewed, and if 
an agreement wifh Gan1ma 
Theta Corp. cannot be reached 
concerning the upkeep of the 
building, the lease may not be 
renewed, Zizos said. 
He added, however, he felt 
the problems will be resolved 
with Gamma Theta through 
the negotiation for anew lease. 
and_ ceilings: falling plaster and 
a rotting porch. 
Regia-Corte also said there 
was a hok in the . foundation 
which has allowed skunks to 
By Beth Gideon 
Thirty-five members of the 
UN H crew team and friends 
gathered at Durham's St. 
Thomas More Church 
Wednesday night to mark the · 
anniversary of Glenn Hayes' 
death. 
The men._10rial service was 
held for Hayes, ,:i UNH student 
who died -in last April's crew 
team accident. · 
In the meantime, Stanton 
House residents remain in what 
Gina Regia-Corte, a sopho-
more majoring in occupati~rnal 
Stanton House, the former Alpha Tau Omega fraternity house, has recently come under sharp attack because of its state of disrepair. (Dorian Stoine photo) 
The accident occurred last 
April I 0, when stormy waters 
overturned several UNH crew 
boats during a tow-a-than on 
Great Bay. Hayes d·rowned 
while trying to swim to shore 
after his boat capsized. 
The atmosphere of the 
service was hushed a·nd 
subdued as several former 
teammates _spok~ of their 
memories of Hayes, and the 
accident. The overall feeling 
· W<!S one of hope, however, as 
crew members spoke of the 
future. 
· The closeness of the team . 
was shown by hugs . and 
handshakes . Several people 
had their heads bent in prayer 
before the service began. · 
Those who spoke kept the 
service upbeat. Rick Ash ooh, 
who rowed in Ha ,·1es ' boat 
tried to ease · the situation bJ'. 
smiling and joking about 
Hayes . . 
Ashooh expressed the feeling 
of "time flying", and said, "it's 
hard to realize .it ( the accident) 
was a year ago today." 
Ashooh said it was 
important for the team to lo·ok 
toward the · future and 
cha,llenge itse.lf. He said there is 
a special. shared bond among 
the members of the crew team. 
-Chaplain . Frederick J. 
Pennett stressed the irnpor-
ta nce of "going on and living." 
He said Hayes "lives in peopl_e 's . 
hearts and memories". 
Although the future was 
emphasized , and Pennett urged 
people not to "canonize" 
Hayes, most students left the . 
service with stricken, sad faces. 
Bob Stephens, who did not 
know Hayes, and who joined 
UNH crew this year, said he 
. was there to lend support to his 
team. 
"I feel very proud ( of the 
team) tonight," Stephens .said. 
One freshman novice crew 
member, who did not attend 
tne service, said last year's 
-accident has never been 
mentioned . during practice, 
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-,Camu_~s journalzst experiences a day of darkness 
By Edmund Mander . impaired vi.si,9,n . . .. _ . because they rely on their other - suggested I go 'solo', armed 
only with the cane. 
or in cars, ott~n ignore the 
cane. This became apparent as. 
I gingerly negotiated . a path 
Navigating the UNH ca_mpus 
is a challenge, . but last 
Thursda~1, that challenge toqk 
on a new dimension: I was 
,tripping down stairs, bumping 
into students, and colliding 
· with• doors. (I wasn '_t even 
drunk). 
Along the · way, · Lanterman se.nses, the blind make much 
commented on · the problems better use .~f their faculties. I 
the bqnd , encounter every day, . found it revealing, the amount . 
and how he overcomes them. . that one can~ learn aurally · 
When climbing stairs, about the immediate environ-: 
Lanterman Telies on memory ment. Lanterman said he can 
and counts each step. usually ·recognize a room from · 
Remembering 'the·. number of its acovstics. It wasn't long . 
steps to · every staircase · ·on after I started my tour that I 
campus is no minor feat. To . could not oT).Jy detect oncoming 
start walking when you're still pedestrian traffic, but the size . 
supposed to be stepping -can of a group, and t.o which side of 
, By tapping ·the cape in a 
semi-circle on -the ,· ground in 
front ofhim, a bl-in.d pedestrian 
ensures_ he -follows · his ,. Path, · 
detects · :ob§tades before they 
find _him, : alerts. people and 
traff(c "tq· his·; disability. · · 
from the library to the MU B, · 
crossing two· mads-on the way; 
drivers seemed as reluctant to 
brake as I was to leave the curb. 
Lanterman explained the 
,· embarassment it causes him 
During 'Handicapped 
Awareness' week, I was given a 
tour around the campus·with a 
blindfold,- a white cane and a 
guide.. A case of the blind 
fead-ing the blind 1,ecause my . 
· La __ nterman .complained, 
however; that: peo-ple, on foot 
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spell disaster. me they were passing. 
-~_uide, Ch6s Lanterman,_ has 
It is a myth that blind people I n i ti a l l y I c I u t c he d 
hear better than others. But ianterman's arin. Then he 
_Setbacks trap handicapped 
By Edmund Mander Christie added. 
· Hazards for the handicapped Other. elevators on campus 
on campus could easily pe ' also ca~se ·prqblem~ for 
corrected "if . even one. thing . wheelchair users · accord mg to 
were ·attended to pc;r semester" · Christie. Elevator dog_r_~-i11Jh~ 
. according to ·Ron Christie, Horton Social Science Center 
president_ of_:_th~_._ Handica_pped an<;! i_n the M UB rema~ _<?pen 
Student Organization, - Tasf · 
week. 
Chri·stie complai9ed about 
several 'bac.k-spots' for 
handicapped students bot.h 
inside and outside various 
buildings at UNH. 
Yet . according to Christie, . 
·: many of the improvem'.ents 
could be made easily and 
inexpensively . . 
The wheelchair elevator 
outside Huddleston · Hall is 
situ_ated perilously close to t,he l.h 
top of the front steps, 
according to Christie. 
"A wrong turn taken at the 
top, for any reason; could lead 
to , a very nasty ac•cident" he 
onl~1 for two to -three seconds, 
often trapping_ wheelchairs, 
Chris.tie said. · 
A ramp at the entrance to 
Kendall Hali isn't anchored 
securely into the ground with 
the result that it wobbles every 
time it is used Christie said. · 
Christie also complained a bout 
the absence of curb-cuts at the 
corner of Main Street and 
E d g e w o o d Dr i v e n ea r 
Thompson Hall. 
Although there are still 
problems with ac_cessibility on 
· UNH's campus, there have 
. been a lot of impr.ovements in 
the past few years, according to 
Christie. . .. 
- •• A few years ago, there were 
rio facilities and · no handicap-
ped people'' (at UNH) Christie 
said. 
..... !!!!!'!!!~"""' 
l i said. · · 
;A safety arm that is meant to 
. secure the student in the · 
elevator doesn't lock 1rito plt1ce, RON CHRISTIE 
Felix Devito, director of 
facilities 'planning at UNH said 
the elevator at Huddleston is 
-- dnsatisfactory:· · Acco·rain'g to 
Devito, Huddleston · wafo 't 
·., • ·, ·. -,,.f' . 
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· Chris Lanterman; a volunteer for Handi1capped Services leads, 
~ blindfolded Ed M'aride:r ftom Murkland Han: (Scott Young 
photo) · . . _ . . 
NEWS IN BRIEF C 
'-nTERnATIONAL 
Che·rnenko given· 
additional title · 
llATIOIIAL_. 
Congress ·reconsiders 
Higher Education Act 
LOCAL 
Fa_~ulty _reci_!al canc~lled 
The UNH faculty recital fe~turing the Suonare 
Trio, which had b~en scheduled for Tuesday, April 
17 at -~ p.m. has been cancelled. 
Sharon Robinson~ director of the I .7 million 
Ko'nstantine Chernenko was appointed president member National Educat1on Association testified World after. nuclear 
of the· Soviet Union's parliai:nent, the Supreme before ·Congress · recently on ·Postsecondary 
Soviet, Wednesday, completing his rise to power. A Education. Congress continues to consider holocaust talk 
brief session of the Supreme Soviet, held in the . reauthorizing the Higher Education Act, a statute Dr. Go_er. ge Wood well will g· ive a lecture _o'n the 
Grand ·Palace of the Krem11·n endors·ed Chernenko wh1·c·· h. Rob1'nson called the most impor_tant . for · ,· · · · world after a nuclear war in the Strafford Room of 
· for the- largely honorary presidenGy with. a 'advancin'g higher ecucation. Robinson called fort1 .. the-MUB 'on April 18 at 8 p.m. The lecture is open_ unanimous show of hands, an unvarying custom i~ :strengthening · of Pell Grants and other f~deral 
all descisions taken by the 1500-member,g9verning·, student aid programs, as weH as stro~ger fed~ral ~ to the public,. and_ all are invited t~attend · 
body . . The title gives Chernenko, ·n, f9.rmal efforts_ on behalf of continuing· education, library· .PSC'S Houseman makes 
authority as head of state and · leader of the resources, and other_ learning institu,tions . . The 
Communist party, where the real power resides. ln ~ leader of the nation's largest organization of higher · 
terms of protocol, it places him _on equal footing .· education faculty also listed attempts by the 
with. the President of the United States and other Reagan Admin,istration to •·gut" major federal 
elected Western leaders. programs for higher education and college and_ . 
U niyersity students, but praised. Congress for; .".its 
Budget deficits danger 
for ~lonetary Fund 
Enormous budget deficits in the United States 
. pose potential ~anger for the recovery_ of the 
wodd's economy, the . International .Monetary 
Fund announced Wednes'day. A report by the 
-Fund's staff said · b4dget red ink tends to keep 
interest rates higher than they would l?e-otherwise. 
The repo'rt also said that, "the deficits of a number 
of industrial countries, particularli,. the United 
St.ates, · constitute a · major potential danger to 
sustained global growth." The report noted that the 
world's economy grew 2.1 percent in 1983, after 
virtually coming tO'a halt inthe previous year, wh_ile 
. inflation in industrialized countries slowed to less 
. than ·five percent for the first time in-more than ten · 
years. 
leadership in res-isting some of the most draconian~ 
ofthe Reagan Administratiqn's proposals." 
Foreign _. affairs 
conde.mns mining 
Rejecting the rationale .. , offered · by ·· a senior 
administration official, the House Foreign A(fairs 
Co·mmittee ·voted 32:..3 Wednesday to condemn US 
partitipa.tion in the mining of Nicaraguan waters. 
Capitol Hill. officials, critiCal of the 
. Administrati.on's activities in Nicaragua, focused · 
their fury on Director of Central intelligence -
. William J. Casey, accusing him of condoning. 
terrorism and called his after-th~-fact . r'eport to 
Congress "pathetic". Following the vote, Deput)1 
Secretarv of State Kenneth Dam testified that the 
mining was an act of self-defense, and that the 
_action was justified under international l_aw. · 
B'oard· of Trustees · 
Oh .June I P-lymouth State College Student . 
Robert Houseman·: will become the only student · 
111ember of the Univer_sity System of New 
}-lamps~ire's Board of Trustees. Elected b}' the PSC 
student body, Houseman will represent 25,000 
college and · university students from Plymouth 
State, UNH, Keene State, Merrimack Valley 
'College _and the School for Lifelong Learning this 
srn:nmer and the 1984-1985 academic year. · 
. · CORRECTIONS 
I.twas incorrectly reported in the April IO edition 
of The New Hampshire that the Academic Senate 
passed a motion stating students cannot use College 
Level Entrance Program tests to waive general 
· education requiretnents. These tests and the 
College Board Advance Placement Tests can be 
used, according to. registrar Stephanie Thomas. 
In the . Friday April 6 edition of The New 
Hampshire, under the head.ing 'New iv1ajor Aids 
·Understanding,' . it was . ommitted that Frank _ 
M cCann is a professor of the History Department,' 
and is head of the International Studies Program. . . 
-- a111·.J'\ .. 3,-. -r.t. r 11~/'-, -·Jt ..,', THE ·NEW' i:.rAMPS~HfR'E F'Rto'Av; "APRIL fa, i 984 .PAGE THREE 
Charity charged to advertise 
By Lisa Prevost 
The biggest hurdle in the 
. _o-rganization of a Dur!-iam 
roadrace is not drawing up the 
· race course. It is dealing with 
town officials. 
When Chris Clark, a UNH 
senior decided to hold the first 
Seacoast 1-f eart and Sole 
Classic roadrace in Durham, he 
didn't realize what he was in , 
for. 
The Durham Police 
Department was his (irst 
obstacle. The law requires any 
roadrace to be patrolled by 
• police, but expenses are not 
covered by the town. Clark . 
. requested that the department 
donate the_ir time tn the charity 
event. 
H owe ve r, Lt. D on a 1 d 
Vittum told Clark it would cost 
him $300 to $400 for police 
security on race day. . 
community spirit whatsoever," 
Clark said. "Durham could. 
have been known as the Heart: 
Association's largest seacoast 
furidraiser." 
Vittum said Clark's request 
was the second charity request 
the DPA has voted down this 
year. However, he .said they did 
agree to volunteer their time for 
the Special Olympics in June 
last year, he said. 
The selectmen agreed to 
authorize · Public Works to 
string the banner for a $50 fee . 
Dean Sweet, Durham's 
business manager, said this is 
the first year the town has 
charged for this kind of task. 
Sweet -said the · figure was 
arrived at by Public Work-s 
Director George Crombie on 
the · basis of manpower and 
vehicle expenses. · 
Clark said he asked the town 
to allow him to have volunteers 
The town jacked up Clark's 
expenses further when he 
applied for a permit to string a 
race banner across Main BANNERS, page 24 
Street. 
Sigma · Nu plans 
fun run in May. 
By Lisa Prevost Clark is seeking as many 
As many as I 000 joggers may runners as possible to solicit trample down Main Street on pledges for the life-saving · May 5th if UNH senior Chris research and educational , Clark's plan succeeds. programs of the American 
This dog decided to help out the women's softball team- but where's his mitt? (Frank Consertino photo) 
According to Vittum, the 
charity event falls outside of 
their contract with the town of 
Durham. Consequently, the 
issue was voted on by the 
Durham Police Association 
(DPA) and the police decided 
-not to volunteer their time. 
"The police have shown no· 
The Sigma Nu brother has . Heart Associc!tion_(AHA). He mailed out I 0,000 _fl ye.rs since _ predicts this event will be the last October · announcing the "largest fundraiser in the Heart and Sole Classic, a six Seacoast area." 
kilometer (3.8 mile} run-for- "The whole idea is to fun scheduled for Saturday, .· promote cardiovascular fitness May 5 in Durham. and to attract people who don't 
• ·Partying IS only part of girls rugby 
normally run," said Clark, 
adding that heart disease is the 
#I killer in America. 
The event's biggest By Kris Snow 
They just want to have some 
fun. 
Even if it means practicing 
on a non-athletic field, and 
piling into cars for away games 
every weekend, the NH St. 
Pauli Girl women's rugb); team 
will have a good time·. 
This 35-membet team 
consists almost entirely · of 
UN H students, women who 
wanted more structure than 
intramurals offered,- without 
the intensity of a varsity 
University sport. Some, like 
sophomore Ellen Pra ught, are 
former high school athletes. 
Others -have little sports 
experience. All of them want to 
· keep on playing rugby. 
The St. Pauli Girls are not a 
UN H club. and are not 
recognized by the U niversi_t~, 
recreafional sports depart-
ment. 
· But their rather unorthodox 
practice area, the lawn in front 
of UNH's DeMeritt Hall, is 




By Dan Landrigan 
Two UN i-I students were 
arrested last s 'unday for 
receiving stolen_ property. 
James M asteralexis and 
Kevin Teevens, residents of 
Durham. were found Sunday 
morning in possession of two 
bicycles alleged to be stolen 
from Stoke Hall. 
Masteralexis. 21. and 
Teevens, 22, both from 
Massachusetts, were released 
with a summons to appear in 
Durham District Court for 
arraignment May 4. 
UNH Public Safety Captain 
Roger Beaudoin said the police 
TH EFT, page 6 
and that could cause -some 
problems. And the St. Pauli 
Girls know it. 
Team pres'ident Martha 
Leighton said the team has 
"heard through the grapevine" 
UN H officials will ask the team 
to find a new place to play_every" 
afternoon. -
"We're just waiting to be 
kicked off," team vice-
president Lisa Deshaies said. 
"The grounds people know we 
are all out there." 
Although early this week 
Director of Recreational 
Sports Mike O'Neil said UNH 
police would be informed the 
tea m was . pr act icing on 
University prope_rty, nothing 
ha.s happened yet. 
Yesterday the St. Pauli Girls 
• were right out by De Meritt, 
honing thei~ skills, and having 
fun, in preparation for a 
tournament at Dartmouth this 
weekend , 
This is sophomore Kelley 
Leavitt's first semester at the 
game, and she says she already 
loves it. 
"It's team-oriented," Leavitt 
said. "'We're not picked apart, 
we 're helped." 
Leavitt, a chemistry major 
from Farmington, Maine, said 
the notorious post-game 
partying is fun, but emphasizes 
"it's not the biggest part." 
"Rugby's gotten a bad name 
from the parties," she said. 
"The best part of the sport is 
that there's no hard feelings 
between teams." 
Pra ught, . who is from 
Dedham, MA agrees. "In high 
. school you look at · the 
opposition as the enemy, but 
with rugby you 're with the 
other team at the party," she 
• said. "I r's fun to know the other 
team, and you find out their 
biggest player is probably the 
nicest." 
Praught, an English major, 
admits rugby's reputation as a 
"brute sport" is a big problem 
for the team .. The rules, which 
attractions are the prizes being allow tackling, drinking and -.-·'Gf.fered on the basis of how "disgusting songs" after games, much money participants turn give people the wrong idea, she in. 
said. . The · top fund raiser will "It's really just like going to a · receive a vacation for two- in party after a game," she said. Emerald Beach, the Bahamas; "The difference is that we go . for four days and three _nights, with the other ,team." , all' flight and hot~l accomoda-Leighton, aii English major tions included, and $ 100 in who also takes violin lessons cash. 
and is making a video for a Second prize is _a weekend , class project, says she'd like the for two at the Marriott-Long · St. Paul~ Girls to change Wharf in Boston with $50 in rugby's image. cash, and · third prize · is a "We want people to weekendfortwoatAshwo_rth-understand we 're here to be by-the Sea on Hampton Beach respecteq. We're interested in plus $25 in cash. 
more than getting drunk," she The fourth place fundraiser said. "There's no reason we . will receive tickets for two at -can't do stuff to help other The ate r- B v - The - Se a in people, it makes for better Portsmouth . ., 
relations, and helps tone-down A flashy yellow t-shirt with a bad rugby images." five-color runner design and The team's recent "trash-a- stamped with the words Heart thon" was its first effort to and Sole Classic will be given to show the community that all runners who raise a rugby players aren't just rowdy · minimum of $50. 
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, By Andrea Parker 
The Durham · District Court 
summoned the man allegedl~1-
responsible for the accident on 
the Ballard St. -Extension in 
which a jeep struck three 
women on April 5. . 
Freshman Matthew Long, 
19, a Lord Hall resident, is 
charged with failure to observe 
due care resulting from the 
accident. He i~ scheduled to 
· appear in Durham District 
· Court April 20. 
, In the accident, Long's New 
Jersey registered Jeep allegedly 
struck three McLaughlin Hall 
lesidents. The three women The St. Pao.Ii Girls rugby team on the lawn. in front of James Hall. (Scott Young photo) 
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Digital rep. speaks out for on-the-job respect · 
· By Margaret Consalvi accountable for everything you 
· The typical male manager · do, if things go wrong blame · 
has to learn to cope with the yourself." He said, '"There's a 
emergence · of females in the need for human respect and . 
workplace. These "paraQoid, dignity." 
nervous, · frightened managers Society ·has made some 
have a ·fear of women running · changes and both men and 
the workplaces, some would· women will have to deal with 
rather have . them barefoot, these changes, he said. The. 
. pregnant or both," according . typical white male manager 
to John L. Sims. · especially has to learn to cope 
Sims, vice president, with the emergence of females 
Corpo_rate Personn_el for in the workplace. Since the late 
Digital · Equipment Corpora- 70's women have become active 
tion presented a speech on in the business world. This was 
"Women and Men In The easily set in motion because 
Workplace," on Tuesday. The white women in the United 
talk was sponsored · by MAC States have almost always been· 
(Minority Awareness Commit- as well educated as the white 
tee) , PFO (Programming Fund male. 
Organization) and AIESEC. The presence of women has 
Sims stressed the point of brought a lot of turbulence, 
salesman efficacy. "You _ are - Sims said. Some men refused to . 
Resufnes Prepared 
- -
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work under a woman and some wo_rkplace . The employee's 
d.idn 't want to be responsible be~avior i~ controlled during 
for managing women. "These their workmg hours. 
people either had. to _ change "They must get. through that 
their views or leave, "Sims said. loop of prejudice in order to be · 
. Tr~ining programs to help paid," Siins said. ••r:ventuaily 
managers deal wi th these they'll learn to live with it and_ 
situations are beirni instituted 
in all .. good companies such as respect it, th,en they'll learn to 
Digitaf, IBM, a·nd XEROX." respec't other individuals who 
Sims said, "We have problems are different." 
with emotions, not smartness." Sims said he foresees women 
These programs prepare the holding an equal amount of 
managers to deal with women high ranking positions with 
a!}d _ _Qther mi!10riti~§_j_n _t_~e __ _ men in a generation. · .. For 
John J.,. Sims, a vice president at Digital Corporation, spoke on 
1 men and women in the work place Tuesday in McConnell Hall. 
: ( Frank Consen~ino photo) · 
ethni~ minorities, however, it's 
probably 200 years away." 
"Prejudice is everywhere," he 
said . "All of tis are racist and· 
se_xist.. People have grown up 
with biased attitudes." 
Sims went on to say people 
need to set aside some of their 
critical personal values ... Don't 
trade off what's valuable to 
you, don't sacrifice your ethics. 
_ I won't sacrifice my dignity or 
grovel for anyone but my wife," 
Sims said. 
· Sims gave the listeners his -
secret for guaranteed success. 
""Don't blame others . even if 
they're guilty. Blame yourself 
and help yourself. f•ind 
efficacy . · And," he added, 
"Decide what price you'll pay 
for success." . 
Sims also talked of -~-~lleg~--
life, saying there is a need to 
· .prepare -students better in 
dealing with their prejudices. 
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Hopes bU(!)tant for 
-200 lb. concrete canoe race 
By Beth Gideon 
It looks like a regular 
canoe-until vou kick it. Your 
pain receptor; will then tell ~,o·u 
that this canoe is made out of 
concrete. 
The UNH chapter of the 
American Society of Civil 
Engineers (ASCE) is putting a 
"concrete canoe" in the water 
for the twelfth year in a row. 
On April 2 I, the University 
of Maine at Orono is hosting an 
eight-mile race for "'coiuete 
canoes" on the Kenduskeag 
River in Maine. The race has 
been held here for the last five 
vears 
.1 Ac~ording to Civil Engineer-
. ing senior Mike Penney, the 
boat weighs approximately 200 
pounds but does -"'actua·lly 
float." Penney and six other 
Civil Engineering majors are 
actively involved in building 
the craft. . 
'"We have a superior design 
this year," Penney said 
enthusiastically. 
. He called the project "time-
c on sum i ng," but said he 
participated last )'ear too. The 
two canoes are located behind 
. Kingsbury Hall, in what 
Penney la ughlingly called "'the 
Forbidden Zone." 
Penney said the canoes float 
and "handle quite well." 
· However, last year the UNH 
concrete canoe sank. Penney 
does not expect a repeat 
perform a nee. 
. - ~The race is done in heats over 
Class 2 rapids according to 
Penney. The best ·time wins. • 
Penney said last year the 
. canoe was patched several 
times, then sank before much 
progress was made. 
"The problem is tha·t if you 
hit a rock, the concrete cracks," 
Penney said. · 
According to Penney, 
roughly 20 Civil Engineering 
departments from all over enter · 
the race. · 
The event is an all day affair 
with other entries besides 
concrete canoes. The concrete 
boats start off the day's races. · 
Penney said he is enthusias-
tic about the April 21 race and · 
expects to win . 
FRIDAY, April 13 
GOURMET DINNER II: "Celebration of the Arts!"Granite State 
Room. MUB, 6:30 p.m. Sold Out! 
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES: "The Use of American and 
European Education Models in the People's Republic of China." . Allen Linden, History Department. Berkshire Room, New England 
Center, 8 p.m. 
SATURDAY, April 14 
PIANO TEACHERS WORKSHOP: RuJh Edwards·, workshop 
chairperson. Pre-registration required. Contact Ruth in the Music Department. (603) 8.62-2404. Bratton Recital Hall. Paul Arts, 8 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. t! 
GOURMET DINNER II: "Celebration oft-he Arts!" Granite State Room, MUB. 6:_30 p.m Sold Out! . 
SUNDAY, April 15 , 
MUSO FILM SERIES: "The Big Chill."Strafford Room, MUB, 7 
& 9:30 p.m. $1 
MONDAY, April 16 
CHILDREN'S TH EATER: "Majestic Ma.dness." Hennessy 
Theater, Paul Arts, 12 p.m. Sold Out! 
38 DAYS BEFORE GRADUATIONI TUESDAY, April 17 
CHILDREN'S THEATER: "Majestic Madness," Hennessy 
Theater, Paul Arts, 10 a.m., 11 :30 a.m., 4 p.m. Sold Out! 
· WOMEN'S STUDIES SEMINAR SERIES: "Women& Teaching,' 
Susan Franzosa and Karen Mazza. Hillsborough/ Sullivan Room, · MUB, 12:30_;2 p.m. · 
SOFTBALL: Women vs. Keene State. Field House, 2 p.m. . CONGRESSMAN NORMAN D'ARMOURS: "The Nuclear 
· Arms Race and the Freeze." Room LIO!. Parsons, 3:30 p.m. 
LACROSSE: Women vs. Yale. Memorial Field, 3:30 p.rn. 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS WEEK: "Nutrition and the Runner." 
Running Clinic. Hillsborough Ro_om, 4:30 p.m. 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS WEEK: "When Your Feet Hit the 
Street." Senate Room, MU B. 7 p.m. . 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS WEEK "Common Runnirig Injuries 
and How to P,revent Them." Merrimack Room, MUB, 7 p.m. 
Campus Game Center 
-Main St. -Durham 
Now Serving Ice Cream 
_and a Wide Variety of Drinks 
l ~----7-~-----r-----
l I Free Game I Free Game 
I 25C Off I Coupon for I' Coupon for 
I Large Ice Cream I 4/13 I 4/14 
. UNH Crew team making their move to the water yesierday for an afternoon practice. session. (Hiedi Witty photo) · · . · 
I Cone or Dish I Valid between I Valid between I 
I 19 am to 5 pm onlyl9 am to 5 pm, onl\l ·-
50% Off! Popular 
Stationery Designs! 
Now you can purchase a selection of beautiful, 
Hallmark stationery at a 50% savings! The 
decorated-designs regula.rly priced at $3.99 
now are $2.00, and the ivory and blue-
stationery regularly $4.50 now are $2.25! So 
stock up on this popular Hallmark stationery 
while supply lasts! · . · 
The Book 'N Card Loft 
. upstairs at T &C 
Durham 
. L _____ _J_ _____ ..J__ _____ J 
ET INVOLVED! 
HOSPI-T ALITY 
·- --- --------a 
DIRECTOR 
This is a paid position which would provide great experience for 
students i·nterested in_Communications and HotelAdministration, so go for it! 
Application Deadline is today! 
Applications availat,le at the MUSO offict;, Rm. 148m MU B 
I 
>a ~NOJICES 
HEALTH SERVICES STUDENT CONSUMER 
BOARD MEETING: Sponsored by Health . 
Services. Monday, April 16, Conference Room, 
Hood House, 10 a.m. · . 
SONS AND DAUGHTERS OF ALCOHOLJCS 
. ·SUPPORT GROUP: Sponsored by Health 
Services. Open .only t<;> family or dose friends of 
alcoholics, drug trouble people, .or problem 
drinkers . Meet on weekly basis .. Monday, April 16, 
Underwood House, 3:30 to 5 p .m. · 
. STRESS ENDURANCE EXAMINATION: 
. , Sponsored by Life Quality · Progr~m. lnclud€s 
· blood pressure, pulse re.covery and h_ftstyle stress 
evaluation. Takes only 15-20 mirrtites. Tuesday, 
April 17, Mairi Lounge,,~Pevine, 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. 
and WednesdaY., .Apri1 18, Games Room, Stoke, 
5:30 to 7:30 p.m. 
NUTRITIONAL NEEDS OF INFANTS: 
Sponsored by . Human · Nutrition · Center. The 
nutrition of breast · and bottle feeding and the 
transition of solid foods will be discussed. 
Tucc,d0:y, April 17, II ilbborou0 h Ro.on'I, 11.haporial 
Union, 7:30 p.m. 
BOOZOMETER: Sponsored by Health 
Education Center, Program gives students 
opportunity to examine and discuss their attitudes 
and values towards alcohol and other related 
i~sues. Tuesday, April ·17, 9A, Williamson, 9:30 
p .m. 
GENERAL 
· CROP WALK FOR . HUNGER: Sponsored by 
United Campus Ministry to UNH. Walkersrecruit 
sponsors to contribute money for each ri1ile they 
walk. Sunday, April 15, Wolff · House, I p.rn . 
Materials and information available at Campus-
Ministry, Wolff Hous·e. · 
SOCIOLOGY/ ANTHROPOLOGY . CONVEN-
TION: Sponsored by Sociology Department. Hear 
' student presentations on sex. roles, family 
interaction, archeological digs, dorm life and 
ecological problems. Tuesd~y, April 17, , 
Carroll / Belknap Room,- Memonal Urnon, 9:30 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
-UNH HORSEMAN'S CLUB: Sponsored by 
Animal Science Department. Tuesday, April 17, 
Room 212, Kendall, 7 p.m. · 
EXTRA SPECIAL TU.ESDA Y NITE LIVE: 
SponsoJed by Campus Crusade For Christ. 
"Deterioration of American Society." A look at 
a~eas, cau·ses and potential reversal~ ·of 
""deterioration in American society. Tuesday, April 
17, LIO!, Parsons, 7 to 8:15 p.m. . 
COMMUNICATIONS . DEPARTMENT PRE- · 
PREREGISTRATION: For c_ommunic.ations 
majors and permission required courses only. 
Wednesday, April 18, Hills-bo rough / Sullivan 
Room, Memorial Union, 6:30 to 9 p.m. 
"UP WITH PEOPLE": Sponsored by Area Ill 
Programming Board. Friday, April 20 , Bus leaves 
Babcock fot Laconia, N. H. at 6:25 p.m. $2 for bus 
and admission. Tickets must be purchased by 
Thursday, April 19, noon. On sale at Babcock 
main desk or call 862-1695 or 862-3192. 
TENTH ANNUAL COUNSELING CO N-· 
FERENCE: Sponsored ·by UNH ,counseling 
Graduate students. Keynote address by Dugald 
Arbuckle. Workshops will cover a wide range of 
·current issues including couns~lor licensure, issues 
INTRAMURAL SWIM MARATHON:. 
Sponsored by Department of Recreational Sports. 
Open to all UNH undergraduate students. Team 
and individual winners. Sign in with lifeguard on 
duty duringfree swim on specified days. Monday, 
April 16 to Friday, April 27, Pool, Field House, . 
open recreation hours. Call 862-2031 for_ more 
· information. · . 
FRISBEE GOLF: Spqnso-rea by Department of 
Recreational __ Sports·. Throw a frisbee through a 
course indicated by objects such as lightposts and 
trees. Scoring similar to golf. Frisbees provided or 
bring your own. Thursday, April 19, Tenn is 
Courts, Field House, 4 pm. Call862-203 l formore 
information. · · 
.CAREER 
WOMEN'S COMMISSION OP·ENINGS: 
Sponsored by UN H President's Commissin on the 
Status of Women. The Commiss ion is seeking new 
members begim1ing in May, 1984 for two year 
terms enatng May, I 9150. f'osttions are available 
for representatives. from the Faculty, PAT Staff, 
Graduate Students and At-large. The Commission 
works to create policies and monitor issues which 
effect the status of women at . UN H towards • 
ensuring an environment of equal educational and 
employment opportunities for UNH women. 
Anyone interested in being interviewed for 
positions_, call 862-1058 by April 20. 
MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored 'by . 
Career Planning and Placement. For students who 
find it difficult to schedule regular appointments. 
Monday, April 16, Balcony Table, Memorial 
Union, I :30 to 3:30 pm 
SUMMER JOB INFORMATION: Sponsored by 
Career . Planning and Placement. Information 
sessions on now to find and apply for jobs. Lecture, 
questions and answers. Tuesday, April 17, Room · 
203 , Huddleston: 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATJON~ 
SENIOR HISTORY · MAJOR GREENLEAF 
PRIZE: Sponsored by History Depa·rtment. A 
paper done for a history class or a new paper may 
·be submitted for this prize by Friday; April 27. See 
ProfeSSQf Marc Schwartz. 
INTER-DISCIPLINARY ROUND TABLE 
MEETING: Analytic Phitosophy . A highly . 
d-iversified group -of graduate students and faculty 
in fields ra·ng_ingfrom the Arts to Zoology, Physics 
to Philosophy. Each meeting is different and all are 
welcome to attend. Tim Tripl,~t~ will discuss the 
most active field .of modern philosophy. Tuesday, 
·April 17, Room--13, Floor B, Library, 12:40 p.m. 
SENIOR PROJECT PERFORMANCE "THE 
VOID": A one-act play . .Sponsored by UNH 
· Theatre Department. Performance by Monique 
St._ Amant. Friday, April 13 and Saturday, April 
14, Hennessey Theatre, 8 p.m: _ 
NICHE COFFEEHOUSE: Teas, coffees, baked 
goods available in relaxed friendly atmosphere. 
Entertainment by F red Small. Saturday, April 14, 
Room 7L, De\'.ine, 8 p.m. to midnight. 
·TRADITIONAL JAPANESE TEA CERE-
· MONY - THE CHA-NO-YU: Sponsored by 
UNH Japanese Club . Performed by M_s. 
Nishikawa, a certified instructor. Monday, April 
16, Lounge, Smith, 9 to 12 and Tuesday, April 17, 
Art Galleries , Paul Arts Center, 3 to 5 pm. 
BAHAI ·CLUB 'INFORMAL D-ISCUSSION: 
.Discussions CHl issues concerning peace and the . · 
in private practice, incest, eating disorders, ·and 
alternative families. Friday, May' 4, · Alumni 
Center, 8:30 a.m .. to 4;30 p.m. Call 862-1730 for 
registration inform_~_Jion. - , building of a ne~ world order. Monday, April 16, 
ATHLETICS AND ~ECREATION 
WEIGHTLIFTING TOURNAMENT: 
Sponsored by Department of Recreationa\ Sports: -
Bench press featured. Winne-rs_ dete~mmed by · 
hi·ghest percentage of body weight lifted. Best 
effort of three attempts to count. Open to all. 
Saturday,' April 14, Weight Rooms, Field House, 
noon to 3 p .m . Call 862-2031 for more 
information. · 
· Hanover Room, Memorial Union, 8 pm. 
PASSOVER SERVICE: Sponsored by Jewish 
Student Organization. Wednesday, -April 18. 
Please notify Eric Goldman, 868-1652 if interested. 
NEW HAM°PSHIRE'S POOR AND HEALTH 
ISSUES: Sponsored by Health Educ&tion. 
Saturday, April 14, Legislative Office Building, 
Concord , NH, all day . · 
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: 
"Everything is Hoppin' at the Spring Blood . 
Drive," Monday, April 16 to Thurday, April 19, · 
Granite State Room, Memorial Union, ·10 a;m. to 
3 p.m. 
VOTE VOTE 
Apirl 17 ·and 18 for SBP 
Dining halls JO. am - . J2pn1 , 4 - 6 pm 








- ( continued from page 3) 
were ta.ken to . Wentworth- · 
Douglas Hospital in Dover. 
Karen - Olson and Jessica 
George were treated for minor 
inilJ.ries . . George suffered a 
· sprained wrist and both women 
received bruises and scrapes. 
Daphne Smith refused medical 
attention, preferring to be -
treated by her own doctor. 
Acc_o-rding to witnesses of the 
accident, the women, all 
. freshmen, were walking down 
to lunch-·· at Stillings Dining 
Hall when the Jeep came up 
behind them, slid and hit them, 
resulting in George and -Olson 
being thrown several feet. The 
Je-ep did .a 90 degree spin in its 
attempt to stop according fq 
witnesses . 
· AH · three ·women involved 
refused,· to· comment on the 
c.harge against Long . 
--------THEFT-·-----
< continued from page 3) 
we~e able ' to apprehend ·the 
suspects because · "'we were 
practicalb' right there. If we'd 
been right there we ~ould have 
charged them with theft." : 
Beaudoin said he was not 
disapp-ointcd with the charge of 
receiving stolen property, since _ 
it is in the same class of crime as 
· theft . 
Masteralexis and Teevens 
were unavailable for comment. 
The New Hampshire ('USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-
weekly throughout the academ ic year. Our offices are located in Ro.om I 51 
· of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N:H . 038~4. Busine~s 
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 AM -2.PM .. Academ ic year s~bscription: . 
$20.00. Third class postage p9id at Durham, NH 038.Q4. Advertisers should 
check their ads the first day. _The New Hampshire wil l in no case be 
responsible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part of an 
advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified 
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New 
Hampshire, 151 MU B: UN H, Durham, NH, 03824. 11,0Q0 copies per issue 
printed by Journal Tribune, Biddeford Maine. 
·Today is-·F~riday the 13th 
So make it 
be nice to 
"Linda Marler" da-y.! 
SPRl·no-FEUER 
is happening at 
the MUB Cafeteria! 
The MUB Caferteria is now -
opening the patio for ·· 
outdoor eating, $unning, 
and meeting f(iends .. 
THE JAZZ JAM SESSION 
every, Sunday. 
from 5 to _9 p.m. 
featuring Roy Jones and friends 
all musicians invited. 
1-:relH;use ,On.: 
Lower· Square D~nrntown DO\n 
749-3636 
· THE NUCLEAR 
FREEZE 
AND 
. ', , rcr~, ') --,~ .. 
r, r ( c; . )' l)) 
~ "~&..( ii \,~3 
~ 
THE 'ARMS RACE 
a talk by Congressman 
NORMAN · D' AMOURS 
NH lst District 
Representative to Congress · 
and Ca_ndidate for U.S. Senate 
Tuesdau. AorH 17 
3:30 o.m. 
Parsons L 10·1 · 
sponsored by 
COALITIOn FOR DISARMAMENT 
Ano PEACE' . 
and 
OEfflOCR.ATIC STUDENT OROAnlZATION 





· is accepting prints now 
through April 20th for the -
Photogr,aphy Show · · 
April 26th & 27tb • 
Prizes , -
Aw·arded 
In.Two Categorie · . 
. - Black & White 
- Color 
. · _ 1st prize 
. 2nd prize 
3rd prize 
Honorable Mention,,. ·· 
·Prints no larger than 
l6" x 20" . 
· Mats- no smal'ler than 
8" X 10" 
Limit 5 prints per person 
For more information call 
. MUSO at 862-1485. Ask 
for ·Chuck Huckins or Don Eva 
ARATHON ·· WEEKEN 
Starting Friday at noon, 
. WUNH begins itS 
MARATHON MADNESS! __ _ 
Over two· days 
of live remote 
broadcasts, 
you~ chance to be 
A STAR 
and much morel 
Help support a_lternative 
radio and listen 
-in to the . 
. WUNH . MARATHON' ' ' ... 
A s/Jecial night of videos 
and Dancing 
to benefit 
.---- this Sunday night, April 15th 
at the 
. FRANKLIN BALLROOM 
I 
on Jenkins St. Durham 
SEE FOR YO[TRSELFl! 
THE ALARffl •Go Go's 
. . THE SIMPLE fflHIDS •Cars . 
And many more 
alternative videos 
· Admission $ J .00 
20 yrs positive I. D. 
l 
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';.':::-~-!;::::,.t-.,, .. ( continued from pag,e I) _ 
G;eek house ticket." ,.._,.__ ~-- ·~>Vfiil~ · Fal_!ske, stressing a UN J:--1, Fauske said there is involved. , _pubiicity, and we agreed." 
Fauske -refuted Evnon ;s itud_enf's r~p-~nsi_bility ~n nothing wrong with fu~ding _a When asked about the Greek In closing statements, 
charge . of -no expe;ience, electing to take a -course, aid _ large program, noting 1t system·, Fauske said,:_'We want Fauske said, "We've outlined 
saying, ''It's not necessa.ry to although a repeated course - it'ttracts potential students. He to see the Greek Senate have an qur platform .. We· want to . 
· boast about experience, but to grade should supercede the old ,_:·said the track team cannot -hold office in the MU B;-''· and said_ represent all qfyou and we feel 
. get the job d<,me. : .one, the student's cumulative · home meets because of the Greek rep·resentatiou in the -' we are the Qest candidates." 
· "We (the st.udent body) have average should '.eflect the fact poor · condit,ion of-the. trac½, Student Senate is sufficient, Davis said, "-People must vote 
a whole load of experience tl)at he or she did poorly. arid_ said he would have 1.t n·oting that both cori1t'nuter and ~ their conscience and vot~ for 
which has done nothing," he Both cand~dat_es _said they- repaired. Davis also supports_ a - residence hall Greeks can arso· -themselves and th~_University." · 
said.- .· support the mst1tut1on of an .1arge athletic budget and said · run for the Senate. Both teams sai"c~ · the~: w½re 
The first ·question .. was honors program. Da-vis said h_e .that the track was already set to Davis proposed the system pleased with the debate. "We're 
· directed at Eynon and - hoped that students presently , be fixed next vear. of Greek representation be very happy with 'the outcqme," 
Landrigan, a:sking why each · enrolled in the Universi~y could However, -'Alan Kissack, ·changed to one of districts Davis said . "It show.ea that we 
wants to be vice president. . move into _the program with a Fauske's campaign _manager, rather than population, and have , a lot of knowlect,ge ·-o·n 
"John and l have kn·own each GPA of "around 3.3." Fauske· and chairman of the students . said the Gree·k Senate afready iss·ues wfuic'h only ~xp.edenced 
other a long time. - John is . insisted the .standards of the for the University council said, has space i_n the MU Band has canct•idates can have." 
qualified to. ·be _student body program I_"emain rigorous, in "Davis' comment on the track no desire for more. · l-Ie . said .Fauske . runs ~ 
pr~~'ident," Eynon said. He said. · order to maintain its quality. being a sure thing is incorrecL Dennis Dubois, a·member of _ campaigri· based or{-"potshots" 
rhat thev have to contact .On : the subject_, of MU _B · Before the new facility can be the MUB board of governors, · directed _ at -Qther candidate~. 
students . and uncover renovation, Eynon said the built,thestatemustgrantUNH andJeremvRiecks,directO'rof ~ DavisalsosaidFauskeistrying 
problems. · L·andrigan coun- building is 26 years old, anq ihe necessary fllnds. ··. MU B- space a 11 oca ti on, to "gyp'' . commuters -by ·not 
tered, "I'm not a politician. I've that he would seek a grant for Davis said Residential Life disagreed, however. - _ · placing MU B renovations at 
been at UNH for three years renovations. He said the MUB has gone too far in enforcing "He (Davis) was mistaken in_ the top _of his priorities. :- _ 
and I've seen ,~ !_of of things l has :only $870 i~ reserve funds, alcohol regulations, and· said · assuming ·they' (the Greek "W,ithqut a dot.ib{, we,won,,, 
don 'Uike: Students have been ;_ and wants that -figure to _ students are being driven out of · Senate)'- are happy wh·e·re they :Fauske said. "Davis - gives - a 
walked over by the adminis- increase over the next 5 years to -the dorms. He said_ a student's are, because _ they • applied for good post-mortem of what has 
tration and_- by student $12,000-13,000, possibly by room is the safest place to separate MlJB office space to gone wrong, but he.fails to-give 
government. We're · _running _tapping the state's surplus (?f drink. the MUB Boardofgov~rnorsa .: conc-r~te - propo_s-aJ~. We : 
against the 'experience' of:tl)e · funds. _ Fauske countered, "One· _few weeks ago." responde.d w_ith fact's' to his _hot 
past." · . . Davis said mandatory health reason students drink is On the subject of non- air." · -•· . . 
The rest of the debate was insurance is needed and said he because there isn't a heH of a lot traditional students, Davis said Wh_en q·uestioned _about his · 
conducted with Lenard son · wifl support it. Landrigan said t0 00 on this campus." He said it was ·difficult to propose contention th·e · state does not 
directing questions that were it is not necessary, the students that students often drink for a sweepi-ng solutions ,. to their have ;a fiscal .surplus_, Fa-u-sk€· 
answered by each team. oppose it, and he and Fauske Jack of anything else to do, and problems as they are a diverse . repl:ied, "The sta~e-budget has a_ 
Davis said he supports the w_ill work against it. _ will thus build up student group. Fauske heatedly denied $28_ million papc;(surplus, but 
pLesent repeated course policy, : On the furtding of athle_tie::s at _ ·organizations and get people ~ this, suggesting a 'day care. that · is the . res'tilt -of a ·$ 1_00 
. center ati_:d flexible scheduling. .miilio.n · interest-free loan from 
_:_ ____ ..,;,.;;,~...,;.----~-.;....-------:i--~-.;._....,;, ___ ~---~---, "Let's treat · 'them (no"ri ; :_, a:. firema~'s retire'inent fund." 
Paying. fot Thitege?· 
A:LPS Makes:·;the 
climb Easier . . 
- \._', ,, 
ALPS-Alternative Loans for Parents 
and Students-is a new -program that 
111akes coll~ financing ~ier. 
_ De_veloped by the New· Hampshire Higher 
Education· As.sistance Foundation, ALPS . 
lets you borrow up to $10,000.per year for 
educational expenses and take years to 
repay. , 
ALPS also features life insurance at no extra 
cost, a multi-year loan plan, and a $40,000 
lifetime loan limit y OU can even use ALPS to 
refinance other education loans. -
As a non-profit Q: 
organization, we can · . ~ ~ 
offer ALPS loans at __ - ._ h. · 
-rates as much a, 3% to · -• · •-·-
5% lower than the cost 
of personal -loans OP com-
mercial tuition -payment 
plans. 
To make thi~ even 
easier, you can apply 
for your ALPS loan 
entirely by mail. 
.. 
. . M~i 
• . .. 
.,,,. ._ . .. 
~ ts: :;;;~,;' ,\)§> 
. ,. - ALPS can 
make your climb 
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mmplete and \.,J 
mall this ooupon. 
____ State ----
New Hampshire's student loon 
-~tee agency since 1962 .. 
2J -~~:--·------
traditional students) with_· Fauske said the loan· 1nust be_ · 
respect. They work _extremely _ ·repa·id in five years. He als.o·. 
hard: let's give ·them a fa~r · cited ,- Seabrook ~l's- '. a·nother -
chance," he sa'id, drawing_ drain on fiscal ,resources. 
, applause from the audit;nce. - __c: Moderator Roy ~ena·rdsort -
When an audience member 'said the debate 'went well but 
que~tioned Fauske's; ability to felt ' ·m~n)' issues ·, ·· wereh 't ~ 
--~ lead '· student government by covered. · · 
,_ a-sking if , Fauske w<;)Uld allow . -.' "I thipk that bo~h ca~n,didat~s 
-, . an inexperi"enced pe-rson tonin _have aJot" of areas to-_ research._ ,. 
~1,the studerri press,'~U:s_ke _easily_": J ,©hn b zcyi-s must 1l~ k tnto 
"f_. rep-lie.ti, '·'lt's:b~en done befor,~_,"• wtiaCa-ifon_-tr:adhiona{ st,uci-e11f · 
and if's been successful-."·Davis really is, and Fauske has· to 
was aske~ about hi~ support in · brush up on the role of the 
..the UN H Herald. . Greek system.·~ Lenard son was 
"We were not end_orsed b~i referring to Davis' rpistaken 
the Herald," Davis replied·. '· beJief, 's,tated at the deb'i1te, that 
"They are an independent- hanclicapped~students·are non-
organization which· offered us ·· traditional. 
WH-ALE· WATCH 
.--; The·y're Back!! 
Humpback, fin back and minke w_hales · as . well_ as 
harbor porpoise and Atlantic white-sided dolphins 
now being seen on Jeffrey's Ledge!· · 
SU PER B ri1arine birding too! 
Early sea.son special 
April _14, 15 and 28 
· Just $15 adults 
$10 kids and students with I.D. 
For vour comfort the vessel will not be filled · to · 
capa~it)1. Food -~nd beverage ava1lable onboard,_ or 
bring a lunch. AH cruises fully narrated by manne 
biologists. Dress very warmly. - Boat leaves from 
Hilton's Dock. Newbu.ryport, _ Ma. 
9 am to 3:30 pm Precruise lecture at 8:30 am 
CALL 617-465 -7165- -
, NE\,\/ ENGLANo'WHALE WATCH 
• Box 825, Hampton. N.H . 
03842 
. I 
, n11·erf\fBAtf Hl~fl>sH~"~rrR1bl~;2:,aJ1Ait ?f~tg~~r · 
Cure the •·Expressway ·Blues Hat 
Tweeter's Annual Car Stereo Sale! 
,. ' 
We have re-invented the traffic jam, and it is 
not good. 
But we've found a greatway to deal with a. 
really bad traffic jam: A really good car stereo 
system. And there's no better time to get one 
than r-ightnow- at Tweeters Annual Car 
Stereo Sale. · 
You can save up to 34% on top brand names 
like ADS, Alpine, Kenwood, Nakamichi, Proton 
and Yamaha. And remember - every Tweeter 
car system is backed by our seven-day satis-
faction guarantee and our 30~day lowest-price 
guarantee. Plus, if you buy your system from, 
ahd have it installed by Tweeter-~ double 
the Original manufacturers'warranties. 
Alpine On Sale! 
Alpine 5114_under-dash stereo cassette play~r 
with auto-reverse, "lite touch" control keys. 
Reg.$149 $99 
Alpine 7150 cassette receiver with auto 
reverse $139 
Alpine 7138 cassette receiver with 011s h-
button ·digital tune·r, Dolby™ noise reduction. 
Reg. $299 Close-out price $199 
Limited Quantities 
Alpine 7136 cassette receiver with push- . 
button digital ,uner, "lite touch" control . 
keys, Dolby NR $319 
Alpine 300618-watt-per-channel car 
power amp. $49 
Pioneer On Sale! 
All Pioneer Car Speakers 20% Off Regular 
Prices! · - · 
· Pioneer four inch dual-cone speakers . . $39 pr. 
Pioneer 6.5 inch coaxial speakers. $49 pr. 
Pi.oneer 6" x 9" coaxial speakers. $59 pr. 
ADS On Sale! 
ADS 200cc mini two-way speakers in cabinets. 
Reg. $269 . $229 pr. 
ADS 300i two-way flush-mount speakers. 
f-:u~. $269 $229 pr. 
/ 
/ 
ADS 32,0i two-way flu§h-mount speakers with 
separate tweeters. Reg. $380 $319 pr. 
ADS P-80 40-watt-per-channel car power amp. 
Reg.$259 . $199 
ADS p,.120 60-watt-per-channel car power 
amp. Reg. $319 · $259 
Yamaha On Sale! 
Yamaha YCR-:500 cassette receiverwith digi-
tal push-buttoR tuner, auto-seek, computerized 
transport, Dolby NR. Reg. $400 $399 
Yamaha YCR-700 cassette receiver with digi-
ta~ push-button tuner, auto-seek, Dolby NR, 
Yamaha "Spatial Expansion" circuit. Reg. $480 
$399 ' 
Yamaha YP.A-400 18-watt-per-channel car . 
power amp with switchable "car acoustics" 
equalizer circuit. Reg. $200 $169 
Yamaha YCS-600 6.5-inch two-way speakers 
with angled tweeters for better dispersion. 
Reg. $100 $79 pr. 
Y~maha YCS-690 6" x 9" two-way speakers 
with .angled tweeters for better dispersion. 
Reg. $140 . $109 pr. 
Security On Sale! 
Benzi Box. Good-looking in-dash security · -
box_ that allows you to rem_ove your car player 
at night. · 200/o off 
· Proton & Boston On Sale! -
Proton 202A cassette receiver with top-quality 
, "Schatz" tuner, Dolby NR. Reg. $219 $169 . 
Proton 222 22-watt-per-channel car 
power amp. $139 
Boston Acoustics C700 two-way flush-mount 
speakers. 1Reg. $200 · · $149 pr. 
Kenwood On Sale! 
Kenwood KRC-2100 cassette receiver with 
push-button-tuning, ANRC II noise reduction. 
_ . $169 
Kenwood KRC~3100 cassette receiver with 
digital push-button tuner, auto seek, ANRC 
II NR. · $239 
Kenwood·System: KRC-2100 cassette 
receiver and Pioneer TS-106 dual-cone 
· speakers. $199 
Some Quantities. Limited 
weeter· 
lhe LaOOof ~ Coosen Few ef C. 
520 Amherst St. 
Nashua 880-7300 
Mall of New Hampshire 
Manchester 627-4600 




( continuec;I from page 2) 
. ' 
considered to be a priority 
when a planning c.ommittee · 
reviewed provisions for the 
handicapped at UNH in 1978. 
one thing a semester wouldn't 
have achieved what. we've . 
achieved'·' Devito said. 
--BLIND~ 
( continued from page 2) 
·Despite what you 
think, your vote _n·ex 
week could make (!, 
difference. Votefor .-
the S~P candidate 
, The Graduate. School 
·is accepting .applications for 
TUITION-SCHOL.ARS-HIP·s FOR 
----·· -~ 'PART~TIME ' ' . 
GRADU~TE DEGREE -
STV_DENTS 
· _ of your choice for F::rir Semester 1984 ~ 
"I am assuming that · the 
committee felt that all the 
proper requireme'rits for 
handicapped. access to courses 
could be met without including 
H udd I es ton", Devito said. 
"Since then we've become 
considerably enhghtened." 
On April 17 and 18 DeadlineJor application is June_ 8,1984 when students greet him; often · · · • 
Applicati.on forms arc available at unable to -identify them from '---~, 
their voices, he is sensitive .__.. __________ ._ ___ 11.,c.· c ••• ra•d•u111a t•c•S•c•h(•)t•)l.•~•1•01•·l(•H•1 .s.oc.·la•ll!IIS•c•ic•nc~·c~C~c•·~n•t~c•·_r-•_•_--
Devito didri 't join Facilities 
Planning_ until aft~r _the 
. comple-tiort of the study. 
'"Now th:e suggestion is · to 
have ramps _ outside and 
elevators inside (Huddleston)" 
Devito said. 
In r-eference to the insecure 
ramp at ·Huddleston, Devito.~ 
. said it would be taken care of. 
He also said tha.t- sonietJ1i11g is 
being done about ·curb cuts. 
"We w·ork closely with the 
handicapped stud~nr bod)' and -
routinely consult with them" 
Devito. said. In the last four 
years · we've had 100 per"cent 
more accessibili~y .on campus. 
We have dozens of things to db 
(for ~andicapped access) and 
a bout causing them offense by . 
· appearing off-hand. 
· -It was interesting to deprive 
myself of my eyesight for an 
hour,. and · rel~i on my other 
senses. 
But the errlig~tenment came 
1 
whe.rt the blindfold was 
removed. To learn that a brief , 
movement· -of the eyeball could i 
· subs_titute fo_r days of leari:iing. ; 
Spring -is the time 
of year to get 
outside for your _ 
st!,ldying. 
SPRING FEUER· 
is happening at 
the MUB Cafeteria! 
The MUB Caferteria is now 
opening the patio for 
outdoor eatfng, sunning, 
and meeting friends. 
' ' 
If your interests -include Personnel 
and Public Relations 
Applications are now being accepted · · 
for the position of 
Student Personnel Coordinator 
Pick up Applications 
·in Room 302 · 
the Student Activities Office 
in the MUB · 
Application Deadline - April 18th 
muso FILM SERIES PRESENTS ... 
Surig~y, April 15th 
Strafford Room 
In the MUB 
Shows at 7:00 & 9:30 
Adm_ission: $l.OO 
THE BIG . CHILL 
. Ho~ much love, sex, fun and 
friendship can a person take? 
·r~ ,•: ~ ~~~i-, =:,-: •::<';::.:. .,:::·; :; , .• -~~ , ~ ·<:, .;,. =~=·, .,:; , _ _.,, : ·" . , ~.., ., ,~, ,· .. ,. :i «·'·· " . ,. 
,;;: ,:'.;;,~~.,,,.-,; :h .. 1' .,,· - •.. . _<-, : ,5_, :Fi >< j' ' ' .--.,., . . _. 
The fastest rising stars and one o·fthe most prnminent writer-directors _of 
the 80's .have made the feel-good movie -of the decade. The sweet, sharp, 
melanchoiy comedy finds a_ group of old friends reunited for the first time 
. since their college dissident days at th e funeral of one of:the group . . · 
Together again, each realizes he or she has fallen away from.old ideals, old 
passions and ca·uses. Directed by Lawrence Kasdan and stars Glenn Close, 
William Hurt Kevin Kline, and JoBeth Williams. 
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summer Dau camo Counseler Positions 
in Manchester New Hampshire 
Coliege work-stu~y preferred 
Contact: Hank Mitchell , Pine Island 4-H Center. 
. 2849 Brown Ave, Manchester N.H. 03103 
Tel 627-5637 
DRS. All£ &-MENARD ' . 
OPTOM£TR1STS 
•Eye examinations 
.•Permalens extended wear lenses 
•Polycori gas permeable lenses 
•Vuarnet and Ray Ban Sunglasses 
•Complete Eyeglass Service 




Durham 1--J ourc· 
Mon . Tues 
ThLirs . Fri . 9-5 
476 Cfintral Ave. 
Dover, NH 
742-5719 
f)o vf-'r H o 11 r s 
Mon Tim rs F,, 9 5 
TtH !S, 9 G 
Wi,cf Sa l 9 12 CIC 
-----HAYES-----
< continued from page I) 
although the effect s are 
evident. 
has been taken against the 
University one year later. 
The memorial service was 
"You can.obviously feel it in arranged by° the UN H Crew 
the r u I es , " she said• team, although no formal 
"·Everyone's definitely a lot announcement was made to the 
more careful." 42-member novice team, 
Although controversy · according . to one novice. A 
surrounde9 the responsibility small notice was simply posted 
for the a_~ cident, no legal action_ in the Field House. 




Hat s. totes. golf shirts, sweatshir-ts 
·Businesses . clubs. organizations 
Many styles available 
No ordcir too small 
Long sleeve T-shirts 
with sleeve printing 
31 31 Layfayette Road 
Portsmouth, NH 03824 
TheMost Sophisticated Training Ground 
.. For Nuclear Engineering 
Isn't On The Ground. 
It's on a Navy ship. 
The Navy has 
more than 1,900 
reactor-years of nuclear 
power experience-
more than anyone else 
in America .. The Navy 
has the most sophisti- . 
cated nuclear equip-
ment in the world. And 
get them fast. Because 
in the Navy, as your . 
knowledge grows, so do 
. your responsibilities. ~-
Today's Nuclear 
Navy is one of the most 
challenging and reward-
ing career choices a 
man can make.·And 
_ that choice can pay off 
the Navy operates over half of the nuclear 
reactors in America. , 
whlle you're· still in school. Qualified . 
juniors and seniors earn approximately 
$1,000 per month while they finish school. With a nuclear program like that, you 
know the Navy also offers the most compre-
hensive and sophisticated nuclear training. 
· Every officer in the Nuclear Navy 
As a nuclear-trained officar, after 4 
years with regular promotions and pay 
increases, you can be. earning as much as 
$40,500. That's on top of a full benefits pack-completes a full year of graduate level 
technical training. Outside the Navy, this 
kind of program would cost you thousands . 
. age that includes medical and d~ntal care, 
-and. 30 days' vacation earned each year. 
. In the Navy, you're paid while you learn. As a nuclear-trained officer, you also 
earn a place among this nation's most · 
qualified and respected ·professionals. So, 
Then, as a nuclear-trained officer, you 
supervise highly trained personnel iri the 
operation of the most 
advanced n,uclear 
propulsion plants 
ever developed. You 
get a level of technical 
and management 
expe_rience unequalled 
anywhere else. _ · 
You get important 
responsibilities and you 
· if you're ma3'oring in r---------~--, 
I 
NAVYOPPORTUNITY . . w 34s _I math,-engineering or 
JNFORMATION CENTER · · - · the physical sciences~ 
P.O. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015 
1 . I D Pieasesendmemoreinformationabout . send in the coupon. I becominganofficerintheNuclearNavy. (0N) I Find out more about 
I Name First f Please Print ) Last l the most sophisti-
Address ______ Apt. #---- cated training ground 
I City ____ State _____ Zip_· - -I for nuclear -engineer-
1 Age ___ tColleg:e/University _____ I ing. Today's Nuclear 
I 
:j:YearinCollege . ♦GP~---- I· Navy. 
It.Major/Minor _________ _ 
I Phone--,---,:---,,-------=---=-----,,-- 1-(Area Code I Best Time to Call 
I This is for general recruitment information. You do not have to fur• I nish any of the information requested. Of course. the more we know, the more we can help to determine the kinds of Navy pos!-
. L tions for w~ich you qualify. . J ----------
















at the ,MUB 
from the hours 




Monday, April 16 
Stuffed summer squash, 
cauliflower with cheese 
sauce, · Manhattan clam 
chowder, cream of pea soup, 
Vermont apple pie. 
Tuesday, April 17 
Bee_f casse ro I e, stuffed 
squash, cream of . spinach 
soup, banana cake. 
Wednesday, April 18 
Broccoli and cheddar souffle, 
chicken pie, tomato soup, 
navy soup, cranberry 
cobbler. 
Thursday, April 19 
Spinach quiche, pork and 
vegatable stir fry, Italian 
sausage soup, chilled 
cucumber soup, fruit medly 
salad. · 
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Candidates 
To the Editor: 
In regards to the upcoming · 
Student Body Presidential 
elections the choice should be 
clear, John Davis and Ted Eynon 
are the only candidates to 
consider. 
First _of all, Messrs. Davis and 
Eynon are the only candidates that 
have any understanding · of the 
MU B and its use . Mr. Davis wa,s 
on the Memorial Union Building 
Board of Governors for a year and 
served on the Budget and Finance 
Committee, and therefore is very 
familiar with the limitations of the 
MU B budget with respect to 
repairs and renovations of the 
facility. · 
Another strength of candidates 
Davis and Eynon is the consi~tency 
of their platform. Messrs. Fauske 
and Landrigan have come out with . 
upwards of four different 
platforms. It appears that .tbey 
can't quite make up their mind as 
to what issues really concern 
students.; and therefore must 
flounder helplessly in a sea of 
vague ideology and unrealistic 
solutions. On the _ other hand 
Messrs . D~vis and Eynon have 
exhibited none of this variability. 
They took the time to research the 
issues that pertain to students and 
have · remained firm to their 
original, solid platform. _ 
F-inally students should select 
· the· candidates that are best 
qualified for the job of Student -
. Body prnsident and Student Body 
Vice· President. Despite Messrs. 
· - Fauske and Landrigan insistence 
that being reporters is all one needs 
~ to unders.tan9 and: impleme~t !,~ 
p~licies ·ot sfode~t g~~er~ment, it - --~he 1983 Granite. Is . it not obvious 
is quite plain that this is a fallacy. that compared to_ their .opponents 
When one Io o ks at the they are clearly the student's only 
qualifications of Messrs. Davis choice for Student Body President 
and Eynon, whose experience and Vice-President? They have -a 
.ranges from Greek Senate to personablestyleofleadership:they 
Student Senate to dormitory work with and for the students. As 
government becomes increasingly leaders of our student government, 
· obvious that they have the ability they will prove to be an effective 
to deal with the diverse and link between students, admini-
complex issues that will arise next stration, and faculty. They are well 
year. prepared. Do vote. And when you -
In closing, it should be evident do, vote JOHN DAVIS / TED 
that John Davis and Ted Eynon EYNON. 
are the candidates .that have the 
ability, understanding, and 
experien_ce that is needed ·_ and I_ 
personally endorse them for the 
position of Student Body 
President .and Vice President. 
Steven B. Salera 
· Chairman, Memorial· Union 
Building, Board of Governors 
• 
:. 
To the Editor: 




Since the future of this 
University is too valuable to 
overlook, I feel it is my duty to 
write to The New Hampshire with 
To the Editor: regards to the Student · Body 
EXPERIENCE MAKES THE Presidential Run-off election. 
DIFFERENCE! John Davis and Next year is essential to the 
Ted Eynon have proved -that they continued .growth o-f this 
are more qualified than their UniveTSity, so it is vital that we 
opponents to represent the student pick leaders who will voice our 
body fairly with a complete . opinions, make strong, intelligent 
understanding of the University of decisions, andrepresent UNH with 
New Hampshire. Their long list of the students' best interests in mind. 
qualifications for the positions of Accordingly, I would like , t_o 
Student Body President and Vice- endorse John Davis for Student 
President include four councils in Body President, and Ted Eynon -
the Student Senate, two councils in for Student Body Vice-President. 
the Academic Senate Council, and I have seen the high caliber of 
three councils in the Greek Senate work both are capable of, having 
Council. been involved with John in the _ 
They were also members of the · Greek Senate and with Ted on the · 
Student Senate Executive Board, lnterfraternity Council. Therefore, 
Greek Senate Executive Board, I am confident that both will 
UNH presidential Search -provideahighlevelofccimpetenc)' 
Committee Student Review to the.ii- respective positions. l feel 
Board, MU B Board of Governors, they will be excellent spokesmen 
and Davis served as Greek S:/stem _ for the University, as they pursue 
President and Editor~in-Chief .. oL budget increases and other UNH · 
Paid -Positions/ Learning Opportunity 
Related to the Issues of 
Rape 
Sexual Assault -----
S exual Harassment 
Do you· know all the facts? 
Want to know more about why it happens 
and ways to prevent it? 
Open seminars for all interested men and women, 
particularly for those who wquld like to become paid 
peer educators in the fall. (Work study status not ' 
required for these positions.) 
April 16: 
April 23: 
April 30: · 
Rape: Definitions; Mvths, and Facts 
··ours is a Rape Culture": 
Film _ and Discussion 
Acquaintance R~ pe, 
Prevention of Sexual Violence 
All -sessions will be from 6:30 to 8:00 pm in the 
Sullivan Room of the MUB. If you are interested in 
becoming ·a paid Peer Educator, please come to the 
first session on April 16. 
For.f~rther inf orma-tion, contact: Carol Ober, Dean 
of Students Office, 862-2050 
Each session is open to ALL interested peop-le, 
s-tudents, staff, and facultv. 
- . . ~ 
related ·issues i.n the-- New 
Hampshire legislature. They are 
knowledgeable ·about the student 
government process, thus making 
for an easier adjustment into their 
new roles. They have always been 
"active", as proven by various 
offices they have held in the past', 
and are -'enthusiastic towards 
improving UN-H. Finally, they will 
make decisions with the WHOLE 
student body in mind. 
Chris Fauske and Dan · 
Landrigan might--do a good job, 
but with _ Joh_n Davis' and Ted 
Eynon 's experience, and their 
sincere interest in working for a-ll 
of UN H, they ARE the better 
c;hoice. · 
James W. Seely 
Pres ident of the Jntc rfratcrnity 
Council and Student Senator 
Arlo 
To the Editor: 
SCOPE and MUSO would like 
to extend our sincere apologies to 
anyone who may have been 
- inconvenienced by the change in 
seating at the Ario Guthrie 
concert. · 
Unfortunately, the seating 
changes for sections C and D from" 
_ _i:_~~~ry~d seating to generaal 
admission wereu-nforeseen at the 
time that tickets went on sale. 
SCOPE and M USO would also 
like to thank the police and fire 
departments for all their assistance · 
with the show. As usual, they were 
a great ,help. 
Art Proulx 
President, SCOPE 
_ Kathy Stroup , 
Pres1dent-Elecf, M USO 
.Anorexia 
To the Editor: . 
I'd like -to correct an error that 
was presented in the Friday, April . 
6 edition of The New Hampshire, a 
· ·statement -in Linda Conway's --
article on anorexia nervosa to be 
specific . 
The epilogue stated that 
'anorexia is · a Greek derivative 
i meaning "a longtng to reach out 
for." This is, in fact incorrect , It is, 
however, a Greek word. 
Anorexia nervosa is a loss of 
appetite for food not explainable 
by a local disease. Anorexia means 
lacking an appetite (an-lacking, · 
orexia-appetite). I thought the 










date: Thursday,April 19th -
Friday, April 20th -
_, p_lace: Carroll-Belknap Rm. 
of the MUB 
time: 9:00am-5:00pm 
Sponsored by 
Student Activities Office 
Quality Plants 
at Low Prices! 
-Brought to you by: 
FALL BROOK FARM 
821 Union ,St. 
Leominster, . MA 
01453-
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Editorial 
Gunboat diplomacy 
President Reagan saw fit to approve the · 
mining of Nicaraguan harbors; This move 
demonstrates the adminstration's total 
disregard for the existence of states in 
contradiction to its beliefs. Whi_le the 
disregard is not wrong in itself, the mining 
cannot be conqoned. The mining was done by 
insurgent forces within Nica_ragua supported 
by the Central Intelligence Agency. The fact _ 
that the United · St::ites participated in the 
actions is ._ where the complication lies. By 
directly aiding the rebels, we have damaged the 
vessels of seven other nations participating in 
peaceful trading with the Nioaragt1ans. Japan 
which directly and purposefully endanger the 
lives of our allies' citizens? What would the 
reaction of the United States be, .if the Soviets 
committed this act of terrorism? It.is certain we 
would be at the world .court immediately 
bringing charges _against the offenders on the 
grounds of terrorist activity and infringement 
.of the ri_ght of a sovereign state to exist. 
planet, when one sees fit to· break _the law and 
then disclaim any liability for its action, the 
world is pushed ever so much closer to the 
brink of events that the ·hu_man race can.not 
afford. With power, as awesome as we have, 
comes _ a responsibility of even greater 
magnitude. 
The cOvert operations uf the CIA are 
. necessary and must be kept as quiet as possible. The fact that Mr. Reagan also saw fit to 
annou·nce to the '\-Vorld that we would not 
accept de.cisions ·from the World Court on 
Central America for two years · sho.ws an · 
is one of the countries to which a damaged ship 
belongs. Can we afford to participate in acts 
atittude that' the world must abhor. For the 
United States to ignore the World Court 
completely undermines the validity of that 
body. There are two superpowers on the 
This is :understood worldwide. But. when we 
get our fingers caught in the pie , we cannot 
· assume the position of the neighborhood qully 
and-ignore the consequences of what we have 
· done. Things are no longer that simple. Teddy 




To the Editor: 
It will be only a "hop, skip anJ a 
jump" to the MUB when Durham 
Red Cross opens its do.ors to a 
spring fantasy on Monday April 16 
through Thursday, April 19 from 
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. each day. 
In spite of the blustery weather 
now, we promise to surround you 
with the beauty of the season to 
come. We will bid all new and 
regular underclassmen donors a 
fond goodbye until fall and pay a 
special tribute to our graduating 
seniors for their loving concern for 
others! 
Before you leave for your 
summer plans, join us again-
before you leave for your new 
adventure, · Jet us say goodbye and 
many thanks! Yoµ can qiake our 
world a better place when you give 
of yourself as you have here! 
So-''Hoppin" to see you next 
week! 
. . Jarry Stearms 
Your Durham Red Cross Blood 
Chairperson 
• 
To the ·Editor: 
It is hard to believe, but another 
year at UNH is quickly passing us 
by. The spring weather is upon us, 
and soon we will be basking in the 
summer sun. But before we leave 
this spring it is hoped that we will 
leave something behind; and wh'at 
better thing to leave behind than a 
pint of blood at the last Durham 
· Red Cross Blood Drive of the year 
on Monday April 16 to Thursday 
April 19 10-3 daily in the Granite 
State Room. · 
By now everyone should know 
that the Greek system on campus 
. wins the competition ·ror donating 
· and wor-king at the Blood drive, 
but as Greek Senate President, I 
want to appeal to everyone on 
campus on behalf of the drive. We 
need everyone, students, Durham 
resid_ents, staff, and faculty to 
come in and show they care. 
The - Blood Drive is something 
the Greek system has been . 
concerned with, perhaps more 
than any other .group on campus. 
We hope by our example that we 
can motivate all groups ()O campus 
to part1c1pate. The Greek system 
hereby challenges the faculty , and . 
staff to donate more blood and 
work more hours th_an they have 
been. One hour of your time is well 
worth the value of your blood to a 
needy recipient. You'd be 
surprised how good it will make 
you feel. I hope to see you there. 
Thomas P: Colorusso 
Greek Senate President 
Nixon 
To the Editor: 
In your editorial of April 10 
(Nix on-A Man of his Word), you 
wonder if Nixon has anything left 
to say, and furthermore state that 
he should go home and stay there. 
I will not debate the moral worth 
of his action in regard to 
Watergate: he was obviously in the 
wrong. However, to say that he 
will not · apologize is a· mistake. 
What he said was that to resign the 
presidency was the ~greatest 
apology he could · give the 
-American people, and that he 
cared not to discuss it further. And 
that, · it seems to me, shows the 
complexity of the man, and the 
need to understand that he cannot 
- be judged in ·•simplistic terms: for if 
actions reveal a person's nature, 
the fact that he committed these 
"crimes·" and at the same time 
chose to resign illustrates a depth 
that the press rarely recognizes. _ 
And to say that Nixon has 
. nothing left to say does a disservice . 
to Nixon. A man who possesses the 
diplomatic acumen in foreign 
affairs can certainly advise and 
instruct:regardless of what we feel 
about Watergate. 





To the Editor: . 
As I remember, Chet Patterson 
was the person who wrote that 
idiotic response (in ·september) to 
Jillouise Breslauer's "Liquid Sky" 
article. This moron, Mr-. 
Patterson, assume_s a . highly 
degrading, know-it-all attitude, 
whik making a complete fool of 
. himself. 
As I recall, Jillouise's article 
never once mentioned "censor-
ship", as Mr. Patterson so 
fervently insisted. 
As for Mr. Patterson's recent, 
rude and totally incorrect 
criticisF11s of J illouise's artic.le 
entitled "THE SOCIAL 
CONCEPTS OF SEX.UAL 
OPPRESSION", I feel that he has 
only . succeeded ·in proving, once 
again, that he is most certainly a 
grotesquely re.s)stant chauvenistic 
pig (to say the very least). 
Have you noticed that the 
· majority of harsh and excessively 
. cruel criticisms of Jillouise's 
"feminist-minded"· works come 
from MEN? Why do these men · 
wish to furthe·r oppress women'? I 
am a man myself, but I have no 
desire to be responsible for anyone -
erse 's pain and unnecessary 
suffering. 
1 strongly suggest to Mr. 
Patterson, that he reconsider his 
persistant ignorant and 
inexcusable denials and arguments 
concerning the oppression of , 
women. Women need to be freed 
from the destructive iikes of people 
like Mr. Patterson. 
. Charles Gagnon 
Accident . 
To . the Editor: 
As a result of last Thursday's 
April 5 accident involving four 
Area I residents, many Area I 
residents have expressed their 
concern regarding the safety of the 
Balla-rd St. circle. Despite the fact 
that this street is frequently used by 
a number of pedestr.ians, cars 
continue to race around this area 
at speeds well over thatof the limit. 
Many residents of this area have 
experienced close encounters 
which could easily have resulted-in 
an accident similar to that of April 
5. We _realize · t_hat rectifying this 
problem would not be an ea_sy task. 
The installation of speed bumps or 
sidewalks, the most obvious 
solutions, are very costly. All. of us 
. realize this University does not 
have the money to expend for this 
purpose. However._ we do feel that 
this issue is significant and regards 
the safety of many UN H students. 
Perhaps something should be 
done . 
Area I residents 
Candidates 
To the Editor: 
I would like to express my 
support for _ the team of Chris 
Fauske and Dan Landrigan for 
~tudent Body Prqident_ and 
Student Body Vice P r'es'ident. !feel 
that a · change is needed in lhe 
student government and I feel that 
Fauske _and Landrigan can make 
-that change. John Davis boasts of 
experience on Students For the 
University and Academ ic Council, , 
but just how involved was lie'? John 
says he is adamantly against the 
shortened drnp d-ate passed by the 
Academic senate and he can't 
believe that students didn't raise 
any arguments or make an issue of 
it. Why didn't you make an issue of 
it John, yuu were o-n Academic 
Senate when that proposal passed. 
Chris Fauske and Dan 
Landrigan may not be able to 
boast senate experience like that 
but as jourrfalists for two of the 
leading student publications they 
know what the issues are. They 
also hav~ solid ideas about how to 
deaJ ~ith th_Q~~jssues. 
can · only hope that students 
will take the time to read over the 
platforms of -th·e candidates and 
wa-tch the videotape of the debate 
in Stoke lounge on Sunday night_ 
· and Hubbard and Randall lounges 
on Monday night. Only after 
having considered these platforms · 
can students cast an intelligent 
vqte and 1, fFel that vote ~~ ould be 
for .Fauske 'and Landrigan . 
Dennis T. McCarthy 
General Manager-STVN 
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Urliversity Foru~ 
Stoke Hall: A Dying Institution 
The stairwells are trashed with ice· cream cones: 
some have been there for weeks. Phones have been 
ripped from the walls,-leaving nothing but dangling 
wires. Fire extinguishers ar;e constantly beirig . 
tampered . with. Alarn1s are ·maliciously pulled 
during the wee hours of the morning . Doors and 
walls are p·unched in: windows ahd screens punched 
out. Objects of any and every sort are thrown out of 
the windows: walking in and out of the building is a 
tri.cky combat maneuver. Every we½kend morning, 
vomit can be found in. a stairwell or bathroom- a 
souvenir from the night before. 
_No- - )10U're not visiting the New Humpshi1·c State 
Prison in Concord. You have entered UN H's 
finest- Stoke Hali". An exaggeration, you might 
ask? Not reall~1• Vandalism run_s rampant in Stoke. 
Only three daJ,.S into the sec_ond semester, 
residents found out just how .dangerous some of 
these acts of vandalism (though only "jokes" at the 
time) can really be. Early that winter afternoon, we· 
found ourselves standing on the lawns of Stoke. But 
this time the alarm was not set offat the hands of a 
student: an actual fire was blazing its waythrough a · 
student\ room on the eighth floor. 
· AbOut an hour and a half later, we wete allowed · 
back into the dorm. Started b;1 a crimped t·elevision 
cord, the fire caused relatively little damage. 
Personal belongings such as clothing, a stereo arid 
television were destroyed; but the room itself was 
not completely gutted and the surrounding area 
was virtually unscathed. . . _ 
What we didn't know at the time however, was 
·the near tragedy that could have taken place. As 
onlook·ers had waited outside, a firefighter within 
found himself at the mercy · of some students' 
weekend pranks. Three extinguishers that were 
·grabbed along the way had been tampered with, 
thus leaving the fireman iri a blazing room with no 
defenses. Luc;kily, he escaped without injur~1, but 
his iife had been, fiontheless, jeopardized because · 
· of so fh e '""fun" that' was haa earlier that week. 
Another fo~m of arnusement ·common to· Stoke 
Hall iqvolves i·ce cream. Stillings Dining Hall . 
provides a soft serve machine with which students 
can make a cone to eat on the wa,1 back home. It 
appea~·s that very few are made to be eaten. If they 
<!.!'~ . no! eaten,_ or haven't already beer. _t~i~own in 
Stillings' stairwells, then the cones make their way 
back to Stoke. · 
On any given day, a person can se~ up to at least 
15 different areas where ice cream has be,en thrown 
against a window or waH (Leaving a long streak 
that final!~' ends at the sill or floor), or in a stairwell,· 
elevator or drinking fountain. And because the 
custodial staff cannot possibly do a t-horough 
cleaning or Stoke on a daily basis ( nor should they 
have to), some of the cones will stay there until they 
are black with ,age. 
Walls, doors, wind_ows and screens are frequently 
dcst1·oycd b)' studcnb. An -individual can walk. on 
any of Stoke's eight floors (and with a choice of 
three wings) and count holes- - but bring a 
calculator. And each week means more damage. 
-Yes, some is accidental: but most is done by those 
who have had on~ too many beers. 
eoe-Despite efforts made by 
the -Stoke .Administra-tion 
and . residents alike, the 
dotni da n1,-age bill 
continues to soar each 
1no11th. I.Just sen,1,ester, 
Stoke ·n1,anaged to rack z~p 
a bill of $8,509_." 
Beer bottles, cans, food, trash and even window 
panes themselves are thrown to the ground below. 
Not only does this give Stoke a junkyard 
appearance, . but- these ·tossed objects· can also be 
.· i1ethal. While e_ntering the building last fall, a friend 
barely escaped being hit o.n the head with a beer 
bottle. Last year the niother of yet another friend 
canie to visit. She was caught in a shower of beer 
while setting foot into Stoke. 
, What do I _think is wrong?! I think there exists a 
. . - . 
The Calculus Constraint 
The Calculus Department including its teaching 
and testing system, has proven to be not only 
inadequate. but also unfair. Therefore, I feel that 
something needs to be done immediately to solve 
this prc)b!em. 
· The first problem lies within the classroom itself. 
At the beginning of each semester, oversched uling 
forces a large number of students, many who are 
paying out-of-state tuition, to sit on the floo_r 
because of the lack of se:ating space. This i~ 
ridiculous. In addition, although our Calculus 
professors have proven to be competent, the~r all 
cover different material which is definitely unfair . 
.to _the students. In Unit 8 _ of Calculus II, one 
professor discussed factorials, while the other 
didn't. Low and behold, factorials did indeed 
appear ~n some exams. Is· this fair? Compared t0 
their system of teaching, it is . · 
The system of teac~ing Calculus at UN H is 
·supposedly devised to encourage· studen!s to do 
well on the first of tnree possjble tries. 
Unfortunately, 1 have seen no such strategy. In fact, · 
in most cases) it's just the o·pposite. This hap·pens 
bcca use our professors teach leisure)~, through the 
first two weeks of each- unit until, ""Oops!", they 
realize that testing tinie is near and they haven't 
covered all of the material ~1et. Consequently, 
during the last week before the· first exam of each 
. unit, -the professors, being the humanitarians they 
are, decide to take us through their· version of the 
· Indianapolis 500 in each class. 
I don't know how I can be expected to learn when 
I'm just trying to keep up -with the teacher's pace 
and am therefore unable to · absorb anything. · 
Having to take ten page of notes in fifty rninutes 
should never need to occur. If our professors would ' 
budget their time correctly, s-uch rushing would 
never exist. Also, some teachers carry the unit 
beyond its allotted time by squeezing the last few 
examples in during the Monday class of the 
folJowing week. Is this fair to the stl!dents_wh~ are_ 
scheduled to take their tests on Monday? I should 
think not. 
The other major problem of the Calculus sy,stem 
lies outside of the classroom. It's exam time, and 
Johnny Engineer goes to Kingsbur~1 307 and waits 
outside the door with the other students until the 
two s·upervisors decide to let them take their exams. 
Time passes the point when these students' exams 
· are due to begin. ""That's not good", Johnny thinks. 
""I'm going to have to rush to get done on time now." 
This is _a common occurrence here at UNH. 
Although time is occasionally extended, h1any 
students are not given the full hour that they are 
suppO"sed to .be given, while at other-ti'mes, students 
take well over an hour: This is also inco.rrect. 
""Time's up", says Qne·ofthe supeivisors. Johnny, 
. who thought he was prepared, but only managed to 
complete half his test, gets up with a bad taste in his 
mouth and heads over to • Kingsbur~1 306, ""the . 
grading room." As usual, it's the end of the day.and 
the few graders left are cranky and imp!ltient 
because its been a long day and they know the 
sooner they correct the tests of this last group, the 
sooner they will go honie. Usually, it is at this time 
of the day when an oversuppl~1 of students and an 
understaffing of graders leads to an hour-long waif 
Johnny gets lucky this time, however, by getting his 
test graded immediately. Unfortunately, as usual, 
Johnny gets the ""bad" grader of the bunch, who . 
grades strict)~,, but can't explain an~ithing. Johnny 
ended up with a 42, the other student, with a 78. 
This is not fair to either student because neither has 
earned his grade and neither knows what he did· 
right or wrong. Also, students who have easier tests 
don't deserve higher grades than those who were 
just as_ competent, but not as lucky. 
With a controlled smile, the other student leaves 
the grading room to have his grade recorded, where 
, a supervisor takes his test, says _ nothing to 
commend him on his effort, records the grade, and 
tells him that's it's OK to leave. ~ohnny, on the 
· other han-ct," walks towc;1rds.ffi·e supervisor, failure, 
and depr~ssion . written all over hi·s face. The 
. /,,( 
By Patrici_a · Crau,ford 
few people with a slight attitude problem. Perhaps 
they f3:il to realize that Stoke is no_t_il!~t_L_h~£r_h_cnne: . 
over 700 students live there each semester. .Whether 
the damage occurs because a p
0
arty got out of hand, · 
-someone is angry and has to let off steam, or 
because it's fun to vandalize: I don't care! It all 
comes down to the fact that some individuals 
simply have little respect for their hall mates. 
I have seen a few ·Stoke residents take it upon 
themselves to confront an offender. The response? 
""Go to Hell!" .was one reply. Resident Assistants 
and Hall Directors work seven days a week to help 
rnaimain :S10Ke. To report an offender is not their 
idea ofa good time, but it must be done. What other 
form of deterrence is available? 
Despite efforts made by the Stoke 
Administration and . residents alike, the dorm 
damage bill continues to soar ,each month. Last 
semester, Stoke nianaged to rack up a bill of$8509. 
As an out-of-state student, I can pay two seme.sters 
worth of tuition / room and · board with -that. 
Futhermore) re-sent having to hand over my money 
to Reside·ntial Life to help pay for unreported and 
unresolved damage incidents. Those . which are 
witnessed are frequently not reported, for fear of 
retaliation and/ or· being despised _b;1 the offender, 
especiall~1 if those · in-valved are friends or 
acquaintances. _ 
Implemented six years ago,- the Stoke Security 
System was designed to accomplish several goals: 
lower dorm damage, make the hallways safer, keep 
the hallways and stairways cleaner ( each bottle and 
,bag of trash _ that is picked up by-a custodian costs, 
incidently, $20), and reduce the noise level. 
Though effective to some degree ( in that it heips ' 
regulate the flow of traffic into the building), the 
securit~, ~ystem is not and never _will be wholly 
adequate. It can't be. Until Stoke residents raise 
their levels of intelligence and displa~i a little respect 
towards . me and other resi,dents, Stoke Hall will 
continue to be the armpit of UNH: 
Patricia Crawford is a Sophomore English M ajar pnd is a 
Stoke Hall Resident. 
By Andrew Goldstroni 
superv'isor. withqut compassion, takes the · test 
. records the grade and chuckles at the subpar 
performance . · This ·is · no exaggerated joke. It 
happened to me and it made ine dread an~1thing 
having to do with taking Calculus tests. Should a 
student at -_UN Hfe_el this w_ay? 
I i 11a lh _ I must comment on the Mac Center and 
th L· I utl)ring Sessions that are offered. The Mac 
Unit rL·view books and sheets are excellent, but why_· 
J1Ks the does the Calculus Department refuse to 
gi\ l' nut or charge money for copies of the answers 
tll th( review sheets? _lf I would like to study with the 
answers in front of me, I should be able to. enjoy 
that priveledge: Besides, the overflow of students in 
the Mac Center would drastically be reduced, thus 
allowing those who need assistance to get it without : 
a hassle. And, in dealing with both the Mac Center 
and the Tutoring Sessions, when are we going to get : 
some people who know what they're doing? Why . 
docs it alwavs seem that I have to wait half-an-hour 
just to find~ out that this person doesn'r-know the 
ma_krial either? 
The only feasible solution to this inadequate 
system is to get rid. of the present three chance 
method which encourages procrastination, not · 
improved performance, and give _ one test to. 
every student at one time (like with 
Physics) with the option of taking it a ·second time. 
·Students who don't. show up for the first test 
wouldn't be allowed to ·take the test a':second time. 
The last grade should still stand. Also, a more 
qualified staff for outside help would assist students 
immeasurably. All one-thousand of us shouldn't 
have to rely on a handful of professors to answer all 
of our questions. 
Andrew Goldstrom is a Freshman Chemical Engineering 







muso ARTS . AND LECTURES PRESENTS ... 
I SAW THE WIND 
Musician, singer and _composer Mark Thompson has released his third album, 
INSTRUMENTS OF DESIRE. Photographer Bob Jamieson has puttogether his finest 
collection of _photographs and once again, these two perforr:ners have created an 
exciting ~ulti-image concert. I SAW THE WIND combines Mark Thompson's live 
· musical performance with Bob Jamiesons stories and breath-taking photgraphs 
. · take·n from 12 years of adventure in Alaska, The Yukon Territory, British Columbia, 
Ec:uador, the Tet6ns ~nd Wind River Mountains in Wyoming, the North Cascades in . 
Washington, . S·outhwestern-Utah and the C9lorado Rockies, 
Monday, April 16th-8:00p.m. ·-
Strafford Rm.-MUB 
. Free for students-with_ UNH ID 
$1.00-General · Public 
-sponsored nu muso-
.. 1st~ ~EW,t!A,ly'l~S~l~f; F:~1,QAY,, ~.Pf31l.,. 1\ 3.( 1984 
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Arts &· Features 
The bar at the Malt House restaurant where six beers are kept on tap,the coc,ktails are large and the 
wine list extensive. (Scott Young pho!o) . - · · · 
Robin Williams defects to NY 
By Consuelo Congreve 
:Moscow on the Hudson, 
direoed hv Pa'iil Mazursky. 
Starring ·Robin Williams, 
Maria Conchita Alonso, and 
Cleavanr Derricks.· Rated R. A 
Columbia Pictures Release. 
Mork learns Russian and 
leaves Gork" Park in Moscow 
• 1:. J ~ l-,. 
'on the Hudson~ a - film""that 
follows a Russian defector's 
flight from .the USSR to New 
York. 
Paul Mazursky ~s film 
starring Robin Williams as the 
-defector, Vladimir . ·Ivanoff, 
contrasts lvanoff's homelife in 
Russia with his trip to New 
York as a saxophone player in 
a circus. His motivatfon for 
, defecting is unclear, but what is 
important is seeing how he 
adjusts to the "decadence" of 
· America with ·his ltalia-n 
girlfriend ( Maria Conchita 
Alonso).and the black family 
he lives with. 
Once Ivanoff becomes used 
to America and finds various 
jobs through his Cuban lawyer 
selling headbands with pacrrian 
antennae and Big Macs, . the 
story loses its hold. He could be 
· any struggling musician at that 
point. He trims his beard and 
. buys stylish clothes. blending in 
with everyone else. He is no 
longer unique.-
Back ho.ine. Ivanoff seemed 
.ha"ppy ;,"iri ,-M&cow:-"Ttti"e~t.:He 
-must wait for hours in. line to 
get toilet paper and ill-fitting 
shoes, but he had a comfortable 
home life, enjoying his 
grandfather's anti-Party 
humor. The only time he seems 
dissatisfied with Moscow life is 
when he sees sorne Jewish 
demonstrators wisked into a 
black KGB car and on to an 
uncertain fate. · · 
At first it is Ivanoff's friend 
Arkady who _wants :to defect. 
Arkady is fl clown in the circus, .· 
who decides · to defect in 
-Bloomingdales while the troup . 
is visiting New York, but he just 
can't collect the nerve to do it. 
Instead, l\ianoff is the on~ to 
break from Russia. He says he 
· wants ... freedom", even though 
he realizes he will never· see his 
· family or friends again. So he 
goes to live with the family of 
Lionel( Cleavant Derricks), the 
black security guard who 
befri€nds him .in Blooming-
dales. They are like his Russian 
; family: son, daughter, mother, 
father · and grandfather all 
living in a small apartment. 
Ivanoff strikes up a close 
relationship with · the 
grandfather taking walks in the 
pa~k and attending basebaU 
games. 
Alonso is vivacious as 
Ivanoff's · Italian girlfrie·nd 
·Lucia. She too is a foreigner 
but rejects Ivanoff the 
immigrant because he doesn't 
fit in with her new American 
image. . . 
. Moscow on the Hudson has . 
a great start as the saga of a 
defector and his problems, but 
ends on a weak note as the 
· foreigner becomes just another 
. city face. 
Students perform for children 
By Gwen Gardner 
Michelle Laurion, a senior 
Occupational Therapy major, 
and not a theater student, has 
turned her energy into a 
winning play, Majestic 
Madness. 
Her script was chosen for the 
UNH Child,ren's Theater 
program from twelve · other 
· student • submissions. The · 
writing and performance ofthe 
play is · part of Associate 
Professor Carol Lucha Burns' 
Theater Arts class require-
ments. 
The play involves a series of 
conflicts between good and evil 
that lead to a better 
unde,:standing of human 
nature.- It involves princ.es. 
. princesses and kings with evil 
characters trying to destroy 
.. gum drop town's happiness". 
In Hennessv Theatre the-
theatei· class students. dressed 
in checkered pants, a yellow 
dress. purple c-loak and other 
colorful costumes. rehea-rse the 
play. They are set against a 
background kingdom with a · 
castle, red chairs, and a large 
throne. _ · 
Laurion was inspired to . 
. write this pla~' from some of her 
own eccentricities ... Sneeze, a 
character in the play, who is 
ver)' h)1peractive. is kind .of like 
me. Some of the expressions I 
gften sav ~'ere included like 
•Jiminy ., Cricket' and - ·oh, · 
gumdrops'," Laurion said. 
C h i l d re n 's The a t e r · i s · 
different' from regular theater 
because the aim is towards 
kindergarten through sixth 
grade, as · opposed to 'the 
general public. according to 
theater manager Thomas 
Scharff . 
.. Children can be · reallv 
goofy. You can afford to be 
sappy: the kids eat it up," 
Laurion said. _ _ 
· All thirteen students have 
parts and have helped with 
choreography and general 
direction of Majestic Madness, 
according to Burns. 
""There is such varietv with 
these students;" Burns s~id, .. It . 
is a learning experience seeing 
the growth of these individuals. 
Some of them did not even 
know what upstage and 
downstage were." 
Children's Theater is so 
p-0pular that it had sold out 
before the pla~' was written. A 
mailing list is sent out to area 
schools. This year there were 
600 requests but only 200 can 
be accomodated. accqrding to 
Burns. 
Laurion, who took the class 
as an elective also won the 
Ann-a Zornio Memorial Fund 
p.rize for her script. 
Large portionii" 
at Malt House 
By Rae Ami Hoyt of art with slanted wall panels 
. The key word to describe in rosy tones adding warmth to 
dining at · the Malt House the room. This bartender 
restaurant in Portsmouth is knows how to mix lively 
Jarg_e~ The Malt House serves drinks. · 
large drinks, plentiful Bloody Marys are large and 
appetizers, immense entree only $2.45. Garnished with a 
portions.and manages to do all . huge stalk of celery, and mixed 
this at reasonable prices. with perfect amounts of horse 
The Malt House, located . radish and worcestershire, this 
near Off The Wall Raquetball was the Bloody Mary to end all 
Club o n Alba n y Sl 1e e l Dloody Mu ry:s. S ect B i-eez:esina 
extension, is owned by former bountlful highball glass, are 
, uNH All-American Hockey only $2.15. The bar carried six 
player Cliff Cox. Open since beers on tap including Guiness . 
the beginning · of March , it Extra Stout , Bass ale, Miller 
features a wide menu- selection · Light, and Budweiser. They 
·· which can be ordered from at · also have happy hours with free 
all times. food. 
The atmosphere is conducive On the lighter side of the 
to a relaxing dinner. Soft music men.u, The Malt House serves a 
from The Manhattan Transfer, selection of soup·s, salads and 
and other groups plays in the sandwiches. The salads are 
background, never too served with freshly made 
distracting. Trees and· woven dressings. The bleu cheese 
placemats add a . natural dressing was thick and full of 
a atmosphere . Waitresses cheese chunks. This flavor 
wearing p1f1striped oxford dressing can be ruined if it is 
shirts with dickies wait on too watery, · but. the Malt 
butcher block -style tables and - House's was just right. Their 
·booths. · creamy diU complimented the 
From the appetizer section, crisp, fresh, flavorful 
.. Pleasers and Teasers", Beef vegetables. The salad selection 
Nachos, served ·with beef, ranges from tossed, to seafood, 
jalapenos, and an unusually to chef. 
·good salsa sauce arrived The sandwich menu offers 
piping hot. Smothered in both familiar and new 
cheese, and not just d.ipp·ed like combinations. The usual 
other restaurants, they are a burge·r, pastrami; · and ra'ast 
bargain at $2.95. beef ·.items are , there. Some 
Another appetizer find~ four unusual items featured include 
mushrooms stuffed with the Crab Mornay sandwich. 
shrimp an9 scaflops are well Crab and asparag_us are served 
worth the $3.50. Other on an English muffin with 
offerings includeTeriyaki steak mornav -sauce. The Monk's 
strips, potato skins, shrimp Lunch is pumpernickel, 
cocktail, and a vegetable cheeses, and fresh fruits served 
platter served with boursin with a choice of juice or wine. 
cheese for dipping. Items ·on the dinner menu 
Set apart . from the main can be ordered at any time in-
dining room. the bar is a work . _MALT, page 18 
Looking down the entry way into the dining room of the M:alt 
House restaurant. (Scott Young photo}° 
.A,ntiques exhibited at N.E~c. 
I ! . - . . . 
. By Consuelo Congreve 
A New England artisits' 
exhibit .titled "The 11 Gallery" 
in the New England . Center 
lobby has works of almost 
every art medium. Featured are 
watercolors and etchings, hat 
pins; clocks, and baby clothes. 
The works have been on· 
exhibit since April 7 and are to 
be auctioned off Mav 13-19 in 
the MU B. The annual auction 
of merchandise, art crafts and 
antiques is• sponsored by 
Channel 11. . . 
.1 . . 
A reception for "The 11 
Gallery" will - be at the · New 
England Center from 4 to 7 
p.m. today. It will provide· an 
opportunity for_ bidders to 
study the objects at leisure. A 
bid's box will be provided for 
the public to make advance 
bids on the pieces. 
A variety of watercolors and 
photographs captured New 
England subjects. One 
highligqt, '"Cape Ann Street · 
I . ' 
Scene'\ blended pastels and included a glass case of large 
light in oil on canvas. "Maine rhinestone and polished ,stone 
Coast Misty Morning", a hat pins and a wooden cane 
photo by Jack Jay Jenkins with an inscribed gold handle 
balanced yellow flowers and circa t88 l. Also interesting was 
green pine trees against a a Welc:h Sessions Mantle clock 
mountain slope in the withgildedfaceandmarbleized 
background. It showed - the top. · 
contrast of nature · in New Mrs. Nobel K. Peterson, a 
England countryside. · voiunteer for New Hampshire 
The rustic country . was Public Television said, "There 
·depicted · in other medium as· are two art coordinators~ who 
well. ''Picture in · Wood", by had captains throughout New 
John W. Long, creatively used · Hampshire, Maine, Massa-
weathered barn boa_rds. Knot chusetts, and Vermont. They· 
holes formed constellations in asked people in their towns to 
the background with a barn · contribute art to the auction. 
and wood pile laid over in The artists are people who care 
· smaller wood piec--es. ,about New Hampshire Public 
A different depiction of New television and support high 
England life was "Grave quality television planning." · 
Tender", an etching by Victoria Channel 11 is broadcasting a 
Felboch. It depicts a grey stone one hour television preview of 
church and graveyard with a the 11 Gallery exhibition on ' 
tiny figure_ in the foreground: Wednesday, April 18 at 9 p.m.; . 
Done in warm sepia tones it Wednesday, April 25 at I p.m.: 
gives a view of religious life. Saturday, May 5 at 9 p.m.; 
Antique pieces· also Sunday, May 6 at 7 p.m.;_and 
highlighted the exhibit. Items · Monday, May 7 at 2:30 p.m. 
Students prepare for the Celebtion of the Arts hoteldinner which will be held this weekend. Read 
· o~r critic's review in Tuesday's New Hampshir_e (Scott Young photo) 
-..--~-MALT-----
( continued from page 17) 
· the day, and . the entree menu · 
-offers a full variety of beef, 
· chicken, seafood, and stir frv 
items. The -filet · mignon at 
$ I0.95 is excellent for people 
who want an expensive treat. 
The meat was not overcooked 
and arrived as ordered, 
medium rare. 
The seafood casserole, a 
special recipe of Kathy the chet, 
was another original item. This 
casserole contained large 
shrimp, scallops, and h~ddock 
combined in a delicate cheese 
sauce with mushrooms and 
peapods: Topped with an 
onion sauce, this dish was well 
worth its $9:95 price tag. 
Other dinner entrees are sure 
to offer something for 
everyone. Seafood lovers might 
want to try curried seafood, or 
shrimp creole. <;::hicken Divan 
in cheese ·sauce with broccol{ 
and mushrooms will appeal to · 
· chicken fans. 
Wine · lovers Will be 
impressed by The Malt House's 
list: The white wines range in 
price from $7.77-$1 I, and offer ·· 
light bodied and fuller bodied 
varieties. The reds arf' !:J J;ttI~ 
higher in price, $9:2?:~l~; 
and feature Beaujolais, 
Cabernet Sauvignon, and 
Pi not N oir. Champagne lover~ 
will note the Moet and 
Chandon varieties on the list. 
The Malt House is perfect 
for a quick meal or a formal 
dinner. It is open from 11 :30-
IO:OO daily for dinners, and 
until 11 :00 on ·weekends . . 
Accessible .by the Portsmouth 
Kari-Van route, it is a 15 
minute .walk from the Stop and -
Go sto.re. 
A stained glass mirror by Robert Cory at the Chan,nel II auction , 
exhibet at New England center. (Scott Young photo) 
· Area 
Cinema 4,-- Lafayette _ Rd., 
Portsmouth 
Up· the Creek, (R), I :00, 3: 15, 
7:00, 9:00 
Romancing the Sto'ne, ( PG), 
I :00, 3: 15, 7:00, 9:00 
Footloose, (PG), I :00, 3: 15, 
7:00, 9.:00 
Hotel New Hampshire, (R), 
I :00, 3: 15, 7:00, 9:00 
Saturday, Sunday Matinees 
only._ 
films 
Cine 1-6 Newington Mall 
Police Academy, (R), I :45, 
4:25 , 7:05, 9:25 
Splash, (PG), I :50, 4: 10, 6:45, 
9:15 -
Where 'the Boys Are, (R), 1:55, 
4:30 , 7:20, 9:35 . 
Moscow on 1he Hudson, (R), 
I :40,4:'05, 7:30 , 9:50 . . 
Greystoke, The Legend of 
Tarzan, Lord of the Apes, 
(PG), I :30, 4:00, 6:55, 9:40 
. Swing · Shift, . Call fo-r 
MUSO, Strafford Rm. MU B showtimes. 
4/ 15, The Big Chill, 7:00 &9:30 Daily Matinees, from April 14 
4/ 16&17, The Nest, Murkland until April 29. 
110 Monday at 7:00, Tuesday 
at 4:00 
4/ 18,19,20 Napoleon, Murk-
land 110 
Tri-City Cinemas, High St., 
Somersworth 
Hard to Hold, (PG), 7:00, 9:00 





Hampton Cinemas, Lafayette 
Rd., Portsmouth · 
Greystoke, The Legend of 
Tarzan, Lord of the Apes, 
(PG), 6:45, 9:05 
Police Academy, ( R), 7:00, 8:50 
Splash, (PG), 6:55, 9:00 
Moscow on -the Hudson, (R), 
6:50, 8:55 
Ioka, Exeter 
Strand, 20 3rd. Street, Dover Terms of Endearment, CaH for 
Never Cr.y }Volf, 6:30, 8:45 
1 
showtimes 
I nte_rested in the job of a 
lifeti,rie t Consider writing 
Arts and Feaiures ! 
Pictures in the New England Center lobby for the Channel 11 auction. (Scott Young photo) 
Pre-Registration for undeclared CLA 
students will take place at the Academic 
Advising Center in Room 111, Murkl~nd 
Hall, froin 9:00 a~m. to 12noon and again 
·from 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m._ 
Registr~tion .is: scheduled 
alphabetically as follows 
Last names with: 
A-H will .register on April 18,19,& 20. 
1-P-will register on April 23, 24,& 25. 
Q~Z will register on AprU 26, 27,& 30. 






' WORLD .SAILINGS 
EACH YEAR 
Departs in Februaru from Fort Lauderdale 
and in seotember from sealtle with stops.in ;:fi 
Japan. Korea. Taiwan. Hong Kong, Sri Lanka. ·• 
India. Egupt. Turkeu. Greece. and Spain. 
_ Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh, Semester 
at" Sea offers stude.nts an academic program of the 
highest standards with related in-port experiences. This 
full semester is available to qualified students from all 
accredited colleges and 'universities. 
With faculty drawn from the University of Pittsburgh 
and· other leading universities and augmented by guest 
experts, more ~an 60 university courses are offered. 
Optional tours, including special ~ours ,into the Peo-
ple's Republic of China, are available. --
The S.S. UNIVERSE is a fully air-conditioned, 
18,000 ton ship, registered in Liberia and built in 
America. Semester at Sea admits . students without 
regard to color, race or creed. 
Reoresentatiue will be in Stillings Tuesdau, Aoril 17th, 1 o am - 2 pm 
and Huddleston Wednesdau, Aoril 18th, 10-2. 
SLIDE SHOW: Tuesdau, Aoril 17th, STOKE o·AMES ROOM at 7:30 om, 
Wednesdau, ADril 18th in RANDALL MAIN LOUNGE ~· 7:30 om. 
lllildtrllll6 Ullils 
PETTEE BROOK LANE 
END O:tr WINTER 
·cLEARANCE .SALE 
~-- -Final w-aek-~~ 
~ sale ends Monday April 16th 
We're moving to the Durham 
Shopping Plaza; and we don't _ want any 
leftover winter merchandise which we 
have to move! This is your:chance to·· 
sve BIG with fantastic discounts on 
x-:c ski ~quipment, ski parkas,- Patagonia. , __ _ 
Bunting, Gore-Tex rain gear; etc: etc. 
--o·on'T MISS THIS SALE! -----l 
-• Wilderness Trails 
Pettee Brook Lane 
Durham- 868-5584 
LOCATED BEHIND THE DURHAM TRUST BANK 
, . 
. Jl&HOUSE 
An Entertainment Alternative 
-Presents 
Room 71, Devine~·Hall 
April 14th 8~ 12 p.m. 
Free Admission 
Funded by PFO 
.,.. .•. ,..,._ 
. ' 
r 
.. ., _ _ ..,.. ' .. ,. _ --~ 
. . ~ . ~ .. 
"Joiit -the Staff of the 
·Award-Winning Granite." 
Comp~nsated Positions Available: 
· MAN AGING EDITOR: Responsible for the iayout and physical construction of the yearbook. He/ she acts as coordinator of all the staff 
and w/ the cooperation of the Editor-in-Chief. -sets all deadlines. for photographic, literary and layout work. 
' ASSISTANT BUSINESS MANAGER: Under the supervision of the Business Manager he/she shail be responsible for the 
implementation of the sales, sponsorship, and adver.tising programs. This person will be the Business Manager oft-he 85-86 academic 
year. 
PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR: He/she is responsible for the _hiring and training ofthe Chief Photographer and Photography Staff and 
arranges the assignment of even.ts. As Photography Editor, he/ she shall edit all photographs and ad~inistratively handi~s the purchase 
of photographic materials and directs the allocation of them for -proper use. 40 photogr.aphs shall be provided by the photography editor 
for _ use in the publication. 
CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER: He/she shall have the responsiblity of photographing the majority of events. This individual will also work 
closely -with the Photo Editor in regard to supplies and assignments. the Chief Photographer shall provide a minimum of 40 photographs 
for the publication. · · · 
SE'NIOR SELECTION COORDINATOR: His/her job is to organize the senior section of the yearbook. He/s.he does all of the work of 
producing this section (inqluding collection of personal information, scheduling 0f senior portrait se.cretaries, and the compiling of the 
.senior directory.) 
SPORTS EDITOR: One of two Literary Editors: Responsible for editing all sports copy in the publication. He/she makes all story 
assignments in-the area of sports. 
_FEATURES EDITOR: One of two Literary Editors: Responsible for editing ali features copy in the publication. He/ she makes all story 
assignments in the ·are_a ~f features (ie. academics, special events ... ) , .. . . " 
. ~ ... 
OFFICE MANAGER: Can be;· work-study student. Responsible for office practices, typing, organizing, office cleaf!up~nd as.sorted 
of~ce projects. This individual i~ also responsible for the showcase and bulle.tin ·upkeep. · · 
Co 0 ~  
... 
,-
\ ., _, 
, .. ,· 
' - .:.. ' 
- ' . . .. 
There are also openings in the Photography Staff, Literary Staff (Sports and Features), Production Staff 
· and Advertising and Sales Staff. These positions are compensated also. · 
All applications are available at the Granite Office 
- and the d_ea.dline is April 23, 1984. 
THINK BIG ~ THINK GRANITE! 








< continued from page 3) 
athlete/part1ers, Leighton said. consumption will prevent any 
Theteamcollected56bagsof affiliation with the UNH 
garbage from Durham streets, 'recreation department. But 
and obtained sponsors to pay whatever happens Leighton 
J:l!_Qn_ey for each bag filled. says they'll keep trying, keep 
"People thought it was a playing and keep having a good 
gr_eat idea." _ . _ .. __ -time. · 
The trash-a-th on also raised That's what rugby for the St. · 
about $500 for the team, Pauli Girls is all about. 
matching the $500 check 
donated by St. Pauli Girl beer 
from Newmarket's Bayside 
. Distributors. 
The NH St. Pauli Girls know 
. their future _on .the DeMeritt 
Hall lawn is a bit shaky, and 
they know their post-ga_!!le beer 
Spring 
· Fever!!! 
MAKE MONEY IN-COLLEGE 
Earn $185 ·10 $4 75 plus · weekly, 
; working with MCL and Associates. We 
have a lot of part-time and full-time 
· positions avail.able in your are-~. We . 
· are a . smarl, . yet rapidly expanding 
. marketing research firm based in the 
New York Metropolitan area. For 
complete details and . an application, 
)please send, ~ stamped, self~addressed . 
envelope to · MCL and Associ.ates: Post 
Office _ Box 579. Ithaca; New York. · 
14851. 
NEED HELP 
WITH YOUR ·. 
· STUDENT LO .. · AMI 
. . 
If you've attended college on ·a Guaranteed Student Loan or 
a National Direct Student Loan made after October 1, 197 5, consider 
spending a couple of years in the Army. . · · -- · 
. If you train for .certain specialties, the government will release 
you from 1/3 of your indebtedness ( or $1,500, whichever is greater) for 
each year of active duty. · . 
Obviously, a three-year enlistment cancels 100% of your debt. 
But if you sign up for the Army's exclusive two-year enlistment option, 
we'll still cancel 2/3 of your debt. . 
Plus, you may be· eligible for generous educational incentives. 
To find out how to serve your country and get out of debt, call 
the number below . 
ARMY. BE ALLYOU CAM BE. 
Sgt. Hafderman, Army Recru.iting Station, 5 Locust St., Oover 
Tel: 749-0441 
S,aturday, April 14th 
·_· PRIME .TIME 
R9b Sutherland & Bill Reinstein . 
Great Soft-Rock Sounds! 
You've seen _them downtown . 
Catch . Them in the PUB! 
Students - $LOO/ Public - - $2.00 
" Doors for both shows open at 8 pm 
UNH ID/ ~roof of Age Required . 
Students -. $1.00/ Public ·_ $2.00 
Sponsored b~1 MUSO 
GARFIELD 
5iOP 0EGGING, GARFIELP. 
YOU MAY MAVE ANY FOOP 
THAT FALL'=> ON TME FlOOR 
B.C. 
WORD SEARCH 
S N I U G U A G C E Z P C C rf · 
E G A S D O N O D E R M H E E 
U E A · U T A u L T u Q A A z T -
R u s E A R U _E F y R H M A E 
w Q N s B M N M u D F C p Q F 
M A N E I 0 L L I R T u D u F 
M R T L M T E N u E A D D X u 
0 B L T E L A Q s E R G N I B 
N E E E E u L M s G U A G 0 u 
T I G N w A T s F F E T u R D 
0 G E N A u u z A M s C Q C s 
R D R A N 0 G A R F H A w A T 
0 C E Z R R E Z U E R G G L 0 
C U A E R O M O R R 0 N E R 
R A H C O R R A S S I P O D· D 




CHARD IN MATISSE 




DELACROIX . REDON 
DUBUFFET RENOIR 





WORp SEARCH ANSWERS, page 4 
_By _ JIM DAVIS 
By -JOHNNY HA~'r 




-BLOO-M _ COUNTY 
By BERKE .BREATHED_ 
I~ 50RRr MA ... Im Nor 
.5iAYIN& (N iO WIJ:TCH TV WITH 
YOU TONIGHT. NOT1lJNl&Hr. · 
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- ( continued from · page I) 
Bradv said he contacted -
most of the 15 members of the 
first year organization, and 
they decided which student to 
endorse. "We will be calling our 
people out to the polls, and 
_have them telling their friends. 
This isn't a passive endorse-
ment," Brady said. 
"Fauske doesn't represent 
the ·student body as a whole," 
Brady said. ""It is evident from 
the McGovern endorsement (in 
the Commuter' Advocate). 
Most of the people on this 
campus didn't want McGo-
.vern." · 
· On February 8, Fauske, as 
Editor-in-Chief of the 
Commuter Advocate ran a 
front-page endorsement of 
then Democratic Presid~ntial 
Candidate George McGovern. 
Earlier in the election the 
Democratic Student O'rganiza-
tion ( DSO) endorsed Fauske · 
for the position of Student 
Bod~/ President. 
Brady said New Hampshire 
is a conservative state, so most 
of the students on this campus 
are conservative. "We need a 
--- Student Bodv President who 
w·in reflect this, " Brad;' said. 
"We see it as a new beginning 
- for the student body,'' Brady 
-said. -~we also can help him 
when he's Studeht· Body 
President, after the election." 
YR co-~hairperson Henry 
Vance had been a candidate for 
Student Body President during 
-_ the frrst . election. However , 
during the first debate he and _ 
running mate Neal Barrett 
withdrew an-d endorsed 
Fauske._ Varice voted against 
the YR Executive Council's 
_ endorsement of Davis, which 
·- \Ras a consen-sus deeisioff, not 
. unanimous. 
"The reason _he'(Vance) did it 
was because at the time Fauske 
was pro mini-dorms and he was 
,against Dan Carr~ and Chris 
Guirriont's stand on .:the mini-
·d orms," Bra.dy explained. 
Vance and Barret both live in 
Richardson House. 
John Davis said he was "very 
happy" w i't h the YR 's 
endorsement. ~'They are an up 
and coming organization that 
will participate in the future of 
-this campus," Davis said. "We 
haye the same opinions dealing 
with _ the state budget and . 
Residential Life." -
-.-REP AIRS-. -
( continued from page l) 
for all.three floors, Reg1a ... corte 
said. 
Julie Solz, a fre·shman living . 
in Stanton House-said, "this is 
considered a dorm, and we 
have to pay as much as 
everyone else on campus. We 
shouldn't have to live in a place 




April 17 & 18! 
Buying your·leased phone now saves you time and money next term. 
This year, don~t leave· for home 
without your phone. Buy it before sum- · 
mer and save yourself some time and 
money. Buying your AT&T leasecl 
_ phone now means you'll have your 
-phone with you the very first day back 
to.class. 
To buy the phone you're leasing, 
just call AT&T Consumer Sales.& 
Service's toll-free number.· Or visit · 
any of our AT&T-owned and .operated . 
Phone Centers. It's that easy. So call us 
·_ before you say goodbye. Then unplug 
· your phone and take it with you. And 
have a nice summer. 
. 1-800-555-8111 








_ This is Jen Hagen, she wi·ll give you 
tennis lessons at your convenience. 
Price negotiable. Just call Jen 
at 2-1588. 
Happy Birthday 
from ·all of us. 
-----------RACE-----------
( continued from page 3) 
comp et 1 t Ive, ( a ·1 tho t1 g"h campus fraternity house said he· · 
trophies will be awarded to the has already received a sizeable 
top three finishers), Clark said check from Simplex Wire & 
there is no ~xcuse for not Cable company in Manchester. 
joining in the event. Also, St. Paul's School in 
··Most likely, you're going to Concord requested 100 runner 
know _ somebody there," he applications for their students. 
said ... you go out and jog with Clark. said he plans to visit 
a friend, you talk and you_get in high schools in the Seacoast 
the AHA in January. 
Anyone interested in 
running in the first Seacoast 
Heart and Sole· Classic mav 
pick up an application packe"'t 
in the campus dining halls or 
contact Chris Clark at 862-
1963. 
shape. And you're helping out area to put up posters and -BAN_ NERS -
------------------------, ' millions of other people at the distribute sponsor sheets. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
"Pumpkinhead "! I 
Even at age 20, they 
· stili won't let you into 
Nick'§ with that lunchbox. 
- Big Brother 








and al r the other kids 
in Sawyer!! ! 
sarrie time." "I want this event to be ( continued from page 3) 
Finding -sponsors is easier - Digger than -the Hetzel Hall 
than most people think, Clark Dance-a -Thon," said the put up the banner, thereb~ 
said mainly because the AHA is electrical engineering major avoiding a cost to the town, bu"'t 
so well-known. , from Laconia. ' was refused. 
For example, UNH junior Sigma Nu · brothers have The reason for the denial of 
Brian Kelly asked Clark for a helped him with the endless . Clark's. request , Sweet said, 
sponsor sheet one morning last piles of mailing work, Clark was town liability. 
week. Seven hours later, Clark said, and many of them have ""If the banner.falls down and 
said . Kelly had obtained over· volunteered their help on the hurts so.me body or if somebody 
$120 in sponsors. day ot the race. is hurt while putting it up , th; 
Participants must show up at The '"really easy" race course · town is liable," Sweet said. "It's 
IO a.m. the day of the· race ·at beings at the field _ house, _ not unusual for a town to 
the UNH field hous·e with at proceeds down Main Street, up charge for this sort of thing." 
least $25 worth of sp-onsors, Madbury Road, onto Bagdad Clar_k said his goal is to -keep . 
Clark said. In order to qualify Road, · continuing onto opetatmg costs do\1/n to eight 
for prizes, all · pledge mone5' ·LittlehaJ-e; across Emerson, percent of race proce_eds, but 
must be turned in no later than down Edgewood Road to the town is making that nearlv 
two weeks after the race date. Garrison, and back up to the impossible. - ., 
Clark, who was also field house. _ "Next year I .will go to 
responsible for the establish:- The Classic is a national Portsmouth or Dover," Clark 
ment of Sigma Nu's first fundraising project begun by - said. 
tlf"-'• :. .... ❖~ ··{: ... . ❖:•·•·❖-❖ •• ;.•-:,:-:_:- ----=~=~=~=~===~==·•:::::::::::•:•:•·::•,:>:::: -----::::::•:::•-:-..... -----------
::: · - Dear Cindy :::: 
1, ;::::::~p::r:e~;ot:i, !!! HAPPY 
::: is the best we could do - ::;: ~l - - l B_ irthday .. HAPPY .21st .~. 
II Love, II everyone . 
:::: Sh a ro n and Sue ::: ~ - - h 
~~=~;~:::~=~:~=~=~=~=~=~=·=·=·=·=~=·=~:-:-:-:~:❖:❖:❖:;:❖:❖:❖:❖:❖:❖:❖:❖:•:•:~:❖:~:•:~:~·::::::::::::::::::•::::::::::::J". -----------· ~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.. 
THE STRAFFORD HOUSE . . 
and .THE S'l'RAFFORD JiANOR ' . 
Stt~dent Rentals and S~miner Rentals . . ' •--; ' . ~ :, . ~ . -
(All UHi_µies lncludedr·-, _- __ 
: ... :~-
ACCO MMOIJA.TIO NS~ ..--
--( _- . . _. · ,· . . . ,·. 
Single and double occup~ncy; rocimsi 
Electric heat_ with individLial ~h~/m~stal~- _ 
Wall' to wall earpeting. 
All rooms compl~tely furnished. 
-Refrigerator, stove, and sink in each roc:>"rn: · 
_ Telephone and television jacks. 
TV Cable available. 
Parki!19 ava_ilable. _ Laundromat. 
Lounge area. Year-round _Patio. 
Th~.Strafford House ·and the Strafford Manor are located 
·_ in the heart of.Durham, NH with -all the facilities of the · 
University of New J-iampstJire within walking distance. 
Rental Office at 
The Strafford house 
868-2192 




Student fresentations on Famzly Interactions, 
Sex Roles, Archeological Digs, Dorm Life, and-
. Ecological Problems. 
Date: _Tuesday, April 17 
Time: 9:30-4:30 
Place: Carroll-Belknap Rm.-MUB 
Admission: . FREE 
Coffee, Munchies, Informal Discussions 
FUNDED BY PFO 
~-A-p_ar_t_me_n __ ts_f_o_r_Re_n_t__, [tJ 
Summer sublet for two-cJean, cozy one 
bedroom apartment in Durham right on 
campus. Spacious living room partly 
furnished. Bike ·and laundry room in 
building. Available June 1st $183/mo 
per person, negot. Call Beth at 868 -1904 
or Deb at 868-5186. 
Davi.s Court Apartments on Madbury Rd. 
Looking for 2 female roommates fqr next 
year. Call Beth 868-9828, Randall rm. 
201. 
Summer sublet at ·oavis Court 
Apart.ments on Madbury Rd ., Durham . 2 
bedrooms, living · room, kitchen, & 
bathroom. Looking for 4 people. Price 
negotiable. Call Julie evenings 868-
2325. 
· Summer Sublet, Dover on Kari-Van route 
three · bedroom, kitchen, living room and 
bath. $300/mo. includes heat and 
electricity. Ca II 868 -9777 ask for Les! ie or 
...Jo,nc;,t or 868-9726_<iel, for Caroly•n. 
Summer Sublet in the Coops. 2 
bedrooms, kitchen, full bath, large living 
room with balcony. Ideal for 4 people. Call 
Bill at Alexa·nder 317 at 868-9749 o,r 
John 868-9644 at Stoke 711. 
Dover-4 bedroom apa·rtment,' large living 
room, dining room and kitchen-newly 
renovated and insulated $600/ mo plus 
0il heat · & ~lectricity. Located near 
downtown area and on Dover A Kari-Van 
-. route. Call 868-5995 or 868-7288. 
Summer Sublet: New 2 bedroo_m 
apartment, new carpet and appliances, 
. $400/ mo in Dover. Call 749-4832. . 
FALL OPTION-SUMMER SUBLET, 
exclusive Du.rham apartment seconds · 
from campus:· f;ully furnished, 2 people, 
very large apartrn"ejo'tin excellent location, 
rer:it negot., call._868 -.1880, evenings. 
Two roommates' ' for next semester 
want.ed: Apartment in Dover, next to Kari-
. Van stop, 2 bedrooms,. k1tche'n & .living_ 
room; cheap! $113/ mo includes hot 
water. Call Phil at 749-1352. 
Clean, · sunny unfurnished studio _ 
apartment on Madbury Rd. in Durham-f0 -
s·ummer sublet with fall option. A1ra 1iaole 
last week: in May. Rent $27U/ mo. 
includes hot water. Security deposit 
negotiable: Call Susan 868-7392. 
FALL OPTION-SUMMER S()BLET, 
exclusive Durham apartment, seconds · 
from campus, fully furnished, 2 people, . 
very large apartment, in excellent 
location, rent negot,, call 868-1880 
e.venmgs. 
SUMMER -SUBLET Aw'es.ome location!! 
Downtown Durham-Right above 
Houghton's Har.dware. Wanted ... 3 
females. Apartment will be mostly 
furnished. Spacious living room, good 
sized kitchen, 2 bedrooms, .and a bath. 
Rent is $125/ mo. Security deposit. Call 
Rhoda at 868-7565. 
[ · Help Wanted 
Educational Talent Search, a program 
helping disadvantaged students with 
college plans, has a summer WORK-. 
STUDY position open. Job involves offic!:) 
assistance including contacting colleges 
and students. 5 / 21 / 84-8 / 3/84, 
Monday, Thursday, 8-4 •30 $4.00/hour. 
Conta.ct Carolyn Julian at 862 -1562. 
Toot Toot Feel alive, Think Young 
Help wanted Part-time Dance Instructor 
· for the Seacoast YMCA Must know up-
to-date rock . and break dancing. Call 
Joanna at 431-2334. 
Part -Time, FuJI time, summer. People 
wanted for construction-related work, 
including; painting, insulating, clean up, 
lifting, Landscaping, etc. Call 964-6284 
and leave Name and number. Seacoast 
area. 
JOBS IN ALASKA $800-2000 monthly! 
Parks, fisheries, resorts, oil industry and 
more! 1984 Summer Employment Guide, 
employer listings, $4.95 Alasco, Box 
30752, Seattle, WA 98103 
"New England Boys Camp"- (Mass ) 
Counselor Positions for Program 
Specialists: Ba·sketball, Cycling, Tennis, 
Canoeing, Fishing, Kayaking, Sai ling, 
Waterskii'ng, Windsurfing, Archery, Arts 
& Crafts, Computers, Drama / Music, . 
Electronics, Ham Radio, Overnight 
Camping, Video Taping, Good Sa_laries. 
Inquire: Camp Mah-Kee-Nae, 190 Linden 
Avenue, Glen Ridge, NJ. 07028. Phone-
(201) 429-8522. 
Education . Talent Search, a program 
helping disadvantaged students with 
college plans, has a summer WORK-
STUDY position oper.i. Job involves office 
assistance including contacting colleges 
and students. 5/21 / 84 -8/3/84; 
Monday-Thursday, 8 -4:30, $4.00/hour. 
Contact Carolyn Julian at 862-1562. · 
Linda Geary, Claude Adrien loved the 
doughnuts! 
.,_ MNC-for~-· I~ 
'74 Toyota -Runs. Inspected. $175.00 
436-4471. Greenland. 
1978 HONDA HAWK CB400T, Runs 
Excellent; 8000 miles, Luggage rack, 
Crasfrbar, Fairing . $650 call JVlurray at 2-
2281 'or 808--992·2. · · 
CLASSIFIED 
ACOUSTIC GUITAR FOR SALE: Takamine 
F-360S; EXEX. Cond. with hard Shell 
Case. $325. Cal~ 862°2385, Stoke 840•. 
Ask for Matt. 
Doing research? Collecting books? Need a 
book? Free out-of print search 
service.Doug Robertson 749-4335. 
Typing, Writing and Graphic Design by-· 
Pennagraphic and Writing Associate. 
Resumes, reports, charts and graphs. 58 
Main Street Durham, 862 - 1025. M -F , 
10-6. Vpthe Stairs between Classi.c Cone 
and Red Carpet .. 
~ MQWJ,.G'f LtNtti~ior wi3 yrs. 
e_~fW[t~nce~1rl:,'1_y~~er'b1'hi~he. §eacoast 
afe.t, {?~er1rt:g·c9ropl$+t,!¥PU~G,'!fe·, Call 
4~-•84.~~<, ,:,)IQ ~lV'll .rn J~fL . 
J~. ==Per~m=nals ~· l_{j] 
To the guy next door - Good luck in your 
meet tomorrow. We'll be routing for you 
as you are freezing up in Maine. Love, a 
girl with a fake smile. 
Kappa Sigma 1st Annual Greek Volleyball 
Tournament. Benefits .Great Bay Training 
Center. On front lawn Sat. April 14th at 
11:00am 
Kennedy - If you ever pian on seeing the 
White House doors, you may want to take 
a roadtrip'- to the libes; any UNH student 
should be able to direct you Rumor has it 
that your books haven't been receiving to 
much action. Something or someone else 
seems to be the focus of your attentiun. 
You've got two weeks .before I rechanel 
that energy. Care to meet a j.ealous and 
possessive stranger for . drinks ·this 
weekend? 
Come watch the Greek Volleyball 
Tournament this Saturday on the front 
lawn of Kappa Sigma. 
The New Hampshire ·Gentlemen will be 
he01"';'7g an organizational meeting for all 
.,1en interested in auditioning for the 
Gents. The meP-ting is thlis Sunday, April 
15 at 8:00 pni in room M223 in Paul 
Creative Arts Center. No s·inging, just an 
opportunity to get to know the Gents and 
. answer your questions. GOOD SINGING 
tAND GOOD TIMES'! 
Come sponsor the Greeks to benefit the 
' Great Bay Training Center of Newington 
1on Sat at.Kappa Sigma. 
C .Davis- We are looking fmward to 
havi.ng you join our- house ,. Enjoy this day = 
and enjoy Phi Mu.- Your carnation 
sister. 
The N.ew Hampshire Gentlemen will be 
holding· an organizational meeting for all 
men interested • in auditioning for the 
Gents. The meeting is this Sunday, April . 
15 at 8:00 pm in - room · M223 in Paul 
Creative Arts Center. No" singing, just an 
opportu.nity to get to know the Gents and 
answer your questions. GOOD SINGING 
AND GOOD TIMES! 
Petes, Real men read the personals!!! 
The New Hampshire Gentlemen wi-11 be 
· holding an organizational meeting for all 
men interested in auditioning for the 
Gents. The meeting is this Sunday, April 
· 15 at 8:00 pm in room M223 in Paul 
Creative Arts Center__ No singing, just an 
opportunity to get to know the Gents and 
answer your questions. GOOD SINGING 
AND GOOD TIMES! 
Joes, When's the miniature golf tourney? 
Hey; you wild · purpl.e passion punch 
partiers! Myron and .Je,ff! Just wanted to 
say HI! Hope you guys had as much fun as 
we did! See ya Sheila, Babs, & Doran P.S. 
Is that really.your name?? 
To anyone interested in politics, collie and 
check out Richardson House. Richardson 
is interested in students who like politics, 
or want to learn more about it. For 
information, call Barbara Koontz at 862-
i 170. 
ATTENTION MINIDORMERS, Next 
Tuesday and Wednesday are the run-off 
elections for student Body.President and· 
Vice President between Davis/Eynon and . 
Fauske/Landrigan. The people of the 
mini-dorms constitute a small, but active 
group of students on campus. Your vote 
does count and it will illustrate- that the 
mini-dorms are actually a part of campus. 
We; · your student senators, encourage 
you to vote on Tuesday & Wednesday at' 
Philbrook during lunch and dinner. For 
other information contact _your dorm 
senator. 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN will 
be holding an organizational. meeting for 
all men inter,ested in auditioning for the 
· Gents . The meeting is this Sunday, April 
1 5 at 8 :00 p.m . in room M223 in Paul 
Creative Arts Center. No singing, just an 
opportunity to get to know the Gents and 
answer your questions. GOOD SINGING 
& GOOD TIMES! 
To our fellow floor buddies: Thumper, 
Jenn, BeeZee, Linda, Kevin and Di P.: 
Chow down? Love. y'all Di and Do . 
LAST DAY OF CLASSES BOOZE CRUISE 
featuring Ben Baldwin & the Big Notes; 
· Tuesday May R Tickets available at 
Jodi's. Buy now! They are going fast! 
Awesome purple passion punch party! 
TO THE MEN OF HUNTER:·We love being 
. on top of you and underneath you all the 
time. We ho'pe it continues. love, THE 
WOMEN OF HUNTER. 
Kris I just wanted to tell you that I could 
have easily told everyone how you feel, 
but be/ ng the nice person I am , I didn't. 
This is just a fair warning!! !Hi Kris! (From 
, ~n oditor) - • ' 
' Dear Beth K. at the Faculty Center . That 
infamous kitchen will never be the same! 
Tuesday was pretty . hectic, but · 
nevertheless, a goop time. The Becks and 
ttie rest was too much_-thanks a million, it 
was really nice of you. But next time .. it's 
m_y treat!! Long live -lentils, etc ... Love, 
Mike. . ' 
LAST DAY OF CLASSES BOOZE CRUISE . 
featuring Ben Baldwin & the Big Notes, 
Tuesday May 8 . Tickets_ available at 
Jodi's : B,uy now! They are going fast! 
K(Yvonne)A I want to thank you (from 'the . 
bottom of my heart) for the prolonged 
daily use of your $40 appliance. 
Spot's Owner: Heck nigh.ttonight!! Spot is 
safe and under good supervis ion. Be sure 
to look next week for the ransom amount . 
Check ya. (Spof sends his love) Thumper 
and Co. (Di, Do) 
LAST DAY OF CLASSES BOOZE CRUISE 
featuring Ben Baldwin & the Big Notes, 
Tuesday May 8. Tickets available at 
Jodi's. Buy now! They are going fast! . 
Yo Di buddy-Whoo-ya! Happy Birthday! 
Chowdown?!, or maybe get buzzed? Keep 
yourself in moderation this weekend . Do 
KILUNG US SOFTLY the movie will be 
shown in Hunter Hall t.:ounge at 7 p.m. on 
Monday, April 16. A.short discussion will 
follow . Come and see how we are 
influenced through advertising in the 
media. 
LAST DAY OF CLASSES BOOZE CRUISE 
featuring Ben Baldwin & the Big Notes, 
Tuesday May 8. Tickets available at 
Jodi's. Buy now! They,,are going fast! 
Jeff B. Thanks again for walking me home 
Sat · r,ight. I had a lot of fun! .What a 
complainer you are .. l still think that I 
should've thrown grass in your face when 
I had the. chance. (Just kidding!) Anyway, 
from one party animal to another, "see ya 
around!" B. 
-·--·-·- ·-- - ,; ,. . ·-- - --~--
ZBC What··s up? It seems i'ike we really Dear Gramma -How'~ my old volleyball 
haven't had fun lately. We should plan to buddy? Living in Kingsbury? .... Let'sgoout 
, go out this weekend, just you and.me and for ar-i icecream! KMK 
put any problems out of our minds, Hey Jayne-Relax and have some fun this 
including homework! How about the Old weekend. Get some sleep! Your roomie-
Ferry Landing? Can you fit me in your KMK · 
schedule? Your favorite roomie. T_o_a_ll-th_e_G_u-ys_o_n_L ..... o ..... r_d_
2
_n_d_:_W __ h_a_t_a ; 
JEN You knoW' how much I love you, and PARTY! (and what a Birthday huh Barry?) 
seeing it's your 19th, I'm going to give you Thanks for an Awesome time-you guys 
something you deserve for your birthday. really kno.w how to have fun! Love ya lots- · 
You'll have• to wait until I see you . Your Kim &Deb · 
secret _admirer. 
To the Spr-ing of -~3 Devine 1st Singles 
Wing · Crew: Hey KID-Ario was great, 
remember, watch ou·t for bunnywunnies! 
Trace-I'll remember the hip waiters next 
time, GLUB, GLUB! And to the Graduating 
Trio (Kerri, RAH and Scoop)-hope we can 
all get together, you can't possibly 
graduate without our champagne! Love 
ya, Madame Forester. 
B-eth, Val, and Jean, Are you guys going to 
hang out on that wall for the rest of your 
lives? Love, Paul · 
Murph I'm sorryabouryouroutkey-l'llget 
it to ,you as soon as_ a dozen copies are 
made! Love Kim 
Lost: Men· Black Leather Wallet -in- or 
around Jessie Doe area. If found, please 
contact Kim (2 -1 679 or 868-9802) 
Reward. 
·Hey Bri, I haven't seen you in such a long 
time. Boy wouldn't it be_nice if you had 
time to call me. Spice .... .. ............ ... ....... . 
Lindaaaa, hope Camp Dresser & McKee 
has some awesome neeto news for you by 
n oxt w ;ocl<. 1-btt y·ou jUt>l ~dfl ' l WafI IO near 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN will 
be holdina an oro<!ni7Mion~I m<>otine for 
all men interested in auditioning for the 
· Gents. The meeting is this Su-nday, April · j~~~t·,··~·~··y6·~--~~~ ~-~-~k·i·rig··~hi~-~~~k;~d. 
15 at 8:00 p.m . in room M223 in Paul . 
from them . 
Creative Arts ·Center. No singing, just an \/Veil_,_ it.~.as_.b_ee.n. ~i~13 .~~()\/Viri~ _Y().~.-. ~ .. 
opportunity to get to know the Gents and 11ey C3.ol·d·i·e:.You __ \/Va_~t.t_h_a.t.l/V~~~i~_? 
ar1swer your questions GOOD SINGING 
& GOOD TIMES! 
To the guy with the boots-nice buzz cut!! 
Models for the New Hampshire's fashion 
supplement may pic.k up their free photos 
at Dan Splain's office Monday or 
Wednesday. from 1-2. 
LAWN MOWtNG: UNti Senic:n- w/3 yrs: . 
.:lxperier.n1e. A .. , vuhere ~-s~acanr-
area, offering complete grounds.care: Call 
436-~52. ;:~, .. ~ · : . . 
LAST DAY OF CLASSES BOOZE CRUISE 
featuring Ben Baldwin & the Big Notes, · 
Tuesday May -S. Tickets av.ailable at 
Jodi's. Buy now! They are going fast! · 
HELLO LONDON!! Hi Gretchen! Yup-
here's a · personal, just for you, even 
though you're lots o.f miles away ... happy 
hours, shopping sprees, "living" in the 1 
library, bottles of. champagne; making ' 
nachos, eating M&Ms, runnin_g (it's that 
time of year again!). laughing and crying-I 
miss having you here to share al'I these 
times. Most of all-I MISS YOU! Have a 
great.trip around Europe, and a super rest 
of ·the semester! AND get psyched for · 
senior year: . sunnyside, roadtrips down 
South, team time-the best year yet! Hi to 
Colleen and the rest of tlie gang at 26 
Egerton Gardens-take care! Love, Brenda • 
To "The family", Andy, Dahbsy, Raili, and 
Karen: What would we do without each 
other. .Florida, Bos'ton, Maine, New York-
New York ... "Ain't nothing but a thing" I 
love you, you're all "Super!" Your sis 
Lindy. 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN will 
be holding an organizational meeting for 
all men interested in auditioning fpr the 
Gents . The meeting is th·is Sunday, April 
15 at 8:00 p.m. in room M223 in Paul 
Creative Arts ·Center. No singing, just an 
opportunity to get to know the Gents and 
answer .your questions: GOOD SINGING 
& GOOD TIMES! 
Susie, it is so nice that someone has a 
typewriter to use in this world. It is better 
.when it is not in use so I can use it. 
Can your boyfriend get us something we 
~8.~ .~Pl!t_? 1 .. ar17. still_ .i~t~r.e.s_tt3d_. .. 
Thanks Maggie darling for the ·taco 
dinner. It was absol.utely awesome. I can't 
wait till I get to that point of the has-been 
club where I can just war:ider in and check, 
on things. Will it bve soon, or is Goldie a 
slow learner. Thanks for dinner. 
J. GUM BEE - Oh hovy I love that name. 
Are you going to .join the has-been club 
soon? We could use you. 
Hi Bri . 
CHout man. Congratulations Di ! 19 big 
ones,- mighty impressive . Big blow but 
party tonight.huh? But ya stil·I one short of 
the big one,20! Better _ge(your Russian 
down put for tonite. Spot better be alright 
or you'll feel the wrath of my anger. Heck 
nite better be the best or else . CHout. 
;,.pot's_ o~ri!3r ..... ... .. ..... ......... . 
Mo, sorry today was so hard.but then 
again, now you know what John and I go 
through -all time. Keep up the goop 
work.Keep people rea.ding arts and farts 
Ii~~ . t h.eX .h.a v.~. b_~.e ri 
Aldo.oh Aldo, only one more day till we go 
to town. at the ·Hotel dinn,er so wake up 
and- leave all the bad memories of the 
exams behind for one night. I heard t he 
drinks are cheap so I guess you can afford 
to buy at least a couple, which means 
you ·11 have to get out on the dance floor at 
least · once.Mom. says I don 't have a 
curfew.and that I can make .you a great 
breakfast in the morning which :will 
certainly make up for all the engineering 
blues you've had this · week. All this 
r.e.p.ortE!r's .. 1.0.vE! .. i .. ........ ............... ........... . 
Goldie, when are you going to pay me 
back? By April 25th? 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN will 
l:Je holding an organizational meeting for 
all men interested in auditioning for the 
Gents. The meeting is this Sunday, April 
15 at 8:00 p.m . in room M223 in Paul 
Creative Arts Center. No singing, just an HAPPY BIRTHDAY Chris! (surprise!) 21-
wow, you're even older than I am, but not 
opportunity to get to know the Gents and .by much! Get psyched for Boston and 
H~~; ~·11· ~;;.:~·~·~·i~. ~~d~i~:i ,~-P;v~~;~d ·i~; 
answer your questions. GOOD SINGING NRBO tonighti I'm glad we're spending 
& GOOD TIMES.! · thisandmanyothertimestogether.. Have 
LAST DAY OF CLASSES BOOZE CRUISE a GREAT day!! Love, Brenda 
featuring Ben Baldwin & the .Big Notes, SUMMER JOBS! Exclusive organic 
Tuesday May 8. Tickets available at cosmetic line. Looking for dynamic and 
Jodi's. Buy now! They are going faSt ! energetic individuals to sell the "magie '. ' 
JON P. Why sit in class alone? Come sit · of aloe. Un-limited earning potentials. Set 
next to me! (Hope to see you at Elvis C.)- own hours and create own sales territory. 
"somebody's watching you!" 1 Call for interview, Betty at 749-5139. 
Whoever sent me the white roses on 1 
Wednesday, April 4, I can't thank you 
enough and I would like to meet you too. 
Kris M : · 
LAST DAY OF CLASSES BOOZE CRUISE 
featuring Ben .Baldwin & the Big Notes, 
Tuesday May 8 . . Tickets available at 
Jodi's. Buy now! They are going fast! 
Kath babes!! Just think .. for· one night you 
were legal. I hope you had fun!! Finally, 
another weekend is here! I think it will be 
as much fun as last weekend ... Love M. 
(P.S. Tell you roomie "Commando 
Woman" if she's still alive, I said hi, too!) 
RAISE YOUR GRADES! English majorwill 
critique your papers, and help you 
improve your writing. $4 .50/hr. Phone 
Edmund 862-3270. Typing Service also 
available . 
Hi Stephanie!! From a secret admirer!! · 
Marybeth & Mary!! You guys were great! 
It was such a relief to sit back and watch. 
Thanks. : signed the rest of y9ur 




and Flaucet Woman 
your. performance at the blood drive. 
Fagan.I'm sorry yo·u aren't modeling,but I 
know I can count on you and Swan, and 
Maca,and Polo, and Scooter,and George 
· · to donate even though I'm not taking any 
of you to the hotel dinner. Your favorite 
personals gal. · 
j~~·~·m~,-,f~;gi~~· m·~ ·t'~·;· mi~i~·g··b~;-~;~·~~~ 
with pleasure.I promise I won't do itwhen 
we goouttonite,l'm leaving my notepad at 
home for the first time in ages.consider 
that a c_?mpliment .. ...... : .. .. ...... · 
HAPPY 22nd 
STIMMEY 




I: . ' 
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Wentrup's homer to no avail 
.; By Kathy Johnson 
The UNH women's softball 
team lost two games to 
Plym·outh State Wednesday, 6-
2 and 8-1, in their first effort at _ 
home. 
Senior Terry Lavin was able 
, to keep Plymouth scoreless 
until the fourth inning when 
after two singre_s and a walk, 
[, Lavin walked in the first run. r UNH managed to get two outs 
t~ before Pl)1mouth's Lisa Tilden 
H singled . in their second run, 
'l loading the bases again. One 
i'. more run was walked in before 
UNH could get the final out. 
The fifth inning proved to be 
['. · the highlight of the game when 
·· lJutll tc:,uns wc:n:: able: to sc.ore. 
Plymouth started it off with a 
homerun by Donna Di:N ola 
followed by a series ·of singles 
allowing another run to score . 
The Wildcats came back with 
their first run when they were 
able to get runners on first and 
second .· on Plymouth errors. -
Jackie Brojan knocked Mary 
Conroy iri on a fielder's choice, 
before the inning was ended 
with a double play. 
UNH ·was able to get only 
· one more run in the seventh 
with Mary Conroy and Sarah 
Rolfe involved in a double 
steal. This put Conroy into 
scoring position for Lisa 
Agrafiotis who came throug_h 
for UNH with a ·single to make 
the final score 6-2. · 
The sc:con<l game p roved w 
be disappointing for the 
Wildcats with their only run 
coming on a homerun by 
· freshman Heidi Wentrup. 
Sophomore Chris Gilligan 
pitched for three innings, · 
giving up two runs in the first 
off of a homerun by 
Plymouth's DiN ola, and two_ 
runs in the third. Terry Lavin 
came in to relieve Gilligan in · 
the fourth, when Plymouth · 
scored four runs with no hits 
because of UNH errors. · 
H _owever,' Lavin kept 
Plymouth scoreless in the 
remaining innings. 
The Wildcats will be playing 
in The Catamount Tourney 
this weekendin Vermont. Their 
next home game wjll be against 
. Keene Of.l Tuesday. -
-l .... -ALLAR--
( continued from page 27) 
1 to the United States, are 
academic oriented. 
'Tm a teacher and I enjoy it," 
he says. "I don't want to work 
for the government." 
In addition to looking for 
another teaching job when he 
returns, Allar plans to stay 
involved with hockey. In the 
past, -he has coached Bantam 
( 13 and 14 year-olds) and 
Midget"(l5 and 16) teams and 
~ould consider that again. 
When he leaves UNH _, Allar 
Men's Intramural Volleyball Champs! Front(L-R) Dan Carr, 
Keith Goulet, Konrad Maliska. Back Bob Reilly, Greg 
Bennett, Tony Vegnani, Craig Olsen.(David ~abrie photo) 
- will have pfenty of fond 
memories. Even without the · 
chair,-UNH hockey was special 
to him. The gift was special for 
him, because it came for his 
work with -a team that he really 
enjoyed_. 
Women's Intramural Volleyball Champs! Front(L-R) Lisa 
Deshaies, Meliss Doll, Peggy Allen. Back Kerry Quinn, Karla 
Neff, Marilyn Helfrich.(Dave Labrie photo) 
Tuckerman Classic -
to begin tomorrow 
_By Marc Micciche _ up the Fire Trail to Tuck's 
· Tomorrow, 6,288 feet above Trail, and finally, up the ravine 
sea level, the star_t of . the to the top of the Southeast 
Tuckerf!la n Classic Giant Snowfields where the start gate 
Slalo~ is scheduled to t_ake will be. One mile, 1,200 vertical 
place m Tuckerman Ravme on feet and an instant later the' ' 
!\:fount Was~,ington. \~e l_ast will, break the timing beam a.>t 
time the • Inferno was the finish of this GS course 
officially run was _in_ 1969 when which goes over the headwall of 
weather conditions last thetavinewhich withavertical 
permitted it. _ grade of 67%, offers the 
_ _At 8:00 a.m .. these ~k1ers . steepest and most dangerous · 
will start the day laden_~ith 50 skiing on the North American 
plus _po~nds _ of sk11s and ' continent. -
. equipment on an arduous hike -
Win a. Trip to the . BAHAMA'S 
THE HEART AND SOLE CLASSIC 
The Heart and Sole Classic is a 6 kilometer (3.8 mile) run for fun, to be held Saturday, 
May 5th, in Durham. The run will start' at 10:00 A.M. behind the UNH Field House. 
Participants will solicit pledges from sponsors for each kilometer they complete. You 
can "_ compete for prizes based on the amount of money you turn in. The top 
fundraisers will receive: 
1st 
·Prize 
Vacation for two at Emerald 
Beach, THE BAHAMAS, 4 daysi 
3 nights, all flight and hotel 
3rd 
Prize 
Weekend for two at Ashworth-
By-The-Sea, Hampton, NH. 
, accommodations included. Plus 
$100 in cash. 
· ,Plus $25 in cash. 
2nd 
Prize 
Weekend for two at the Boston 
Marriott Hotel Long Wharf, 
Boston, MA. Plus $50 in cash. 
4th 
Prize 
Tic,kets for two at Theater-By-
The-Sea. (Two fourth prizes.) 
-------~--~~-~---~-----, 
HEART AND SOLE CLASSIC · 1 
May 5, 1984-Durham, New Hampshire 
Please register me for The Heart and Sole Classic run 
.for fun. Send an information/pledge packet to: 
NAME ______________ _ 
ADDRE~S ------~------
CITY----------~---
STATE ZIP ___________ _ 












To reg.ister, pick up application packet 
at the MUB Info. Desk. 
or, just fill out the 
registration form or call 
862-1963/1-800-442-1600; 
We will register you and 
send ·a participant packet. 
It's that easyf 
Send registration to.~ 
Chris Clark 
HEART-AND SOLE 
2 Strafford Ave. 
Durham, N.H. 03824 . 
By Steve Garabedian day .. Final score 18-6. __ 
Sparked by the hitting of Bill -Tn the- opener, __ : ,Fairfield 
Peach and Marty Block, the jumped out quickly to · a 3-0 
UNH ·baseball team routed lead on a RBI. double b\' Torn 
-· Fairfield 18-6, in the nightcap. Reardon and a two-ru"n homer 
Fairfield won the opener 7-6. bv Charno . . 
In the fourth inning of the · The Wildcats closed the gap 
- second game UN H blew open a with a M <;1_steralexis-- two-run 
- 2-0 game with seven runs. Jim double to make it . 3-2, but 
Masteralexis started it off with Fairfield came back wit-h three 
· a single, Block then forced him runs 0ff UN H starter Jon 
at secorid. Steve Rewucki Gilbert -in the second. 
received a base on balls ·and Chuck Knight ·. of Fa_irfield 
; Bob Soucy followed with a · opened with a base-on-balls 
_ single to bring in Block. · After · and walked home on_ a John 
Mi-ke Shriner drew a walk, Martin h·omerun. Reardon · 
Peach knocked in two with a . walked, stole second_ and 
single. scampered home on a ~h_arno 
After Walt Pohle wal-ked, RBI ~ingle. . . 
Fairfield changed pitchers, but UN-H railed back with a two-· 
i.t-·- was to no avail as a Jon run homer by Peach to close 
Gilbert sacrifice nroduced within 6-4 in the third . hut 
another run. Tom Murphy Fairfielq chased Gilbert -in their 
followed with a base on balls, half of the third. Joe .Mancini 
the fourth walk oJ the inning . . doubled with one out · and 
Consecutiv~ singles_ by Bob scored . when Ken McGovern 
Conner and Block plated doubled one out later. 
Murph)1 • This burst gave t,he Dennis McCarthy came in 
Tats a 9"."2 lead, but they and closed the doors on 
pushed that bulge to thirteen, Fairfield while UN H scored 
with a six..:run spurt in the fifth · two in the sixth frame. Back-to-
- frame. back two base hits by Stan ·· 
Steve Salsman, t-he 'Cats . Jurkoic and pinch hitter Jon 
starter, pitched well in the first Gilbert produced one run, and 
four innings giving up only two Rewocki singled in Murphy 
runs on three hits. Given the 15:.. . who was pinchrunning for 
• 
Ill nightcap to split 
. 2 lead·in the fifth, Salsman (2-1) Gilbert. The UNH baseball team will have its home opener today against 
let up and was tagged for two Fairfield's starter, Ca·seria, --'d~o=u=b=-,l=e=h=ea=d=e~r_______,w=it ... h ........... F7a-=-=ir~fi=e=ld=----'W~e=d=n=esc....cd=a'---'y..C.:.(i....::J....:::im=.::...,M::..c.=i=ll=a;,:;.,.rd;;:;;;...;:fi.=..:;d~e__.p=h.:;.;o;...:t_o,.._) _ _ __ ~ _____ _ _ 
l~ng tyo-run homers ?Y J~e blanked UNH in the seventh he jumped up- -quickly and · -
lharno and John Lepomte to - frame though, as the 'Cats : -thr-ew him out. - -
make the score 15-6. He was · came up one run short 7-6. -UN H's record now stands at 
relieved by Jay ,Wickman who · The defensive play of the day 8-4, 2-2 since bei~g up North . 
. shu,t the-!11 do_wn the rest of the was perform.ed . by UN H -· The homegame -against Colby 
way. rightfielder Mike Shriner. was cancelled due to poor field 
UN H added three in the last Shr:in'er dove for a sinking liner, conditions'. Toqay's double-
two frames, highlighted by but co_uld only short hop it. As header against Bowdoin at l :00 
·Peach's · second homer of the the batter tried to stretch it out, will be UNH 's home opener. 
· Crew team off to grea:t start,··•.· 
By Mary Penney heavyweight men raced ·twice 
The UNH crew team started against BU and UM ASS: the 
their season with strong s·econd. r_ace 'j-ust for ·practice' 
performances in Boston on Ailso·pp said; placing sec_ond to 
March 31, and last weekend in BU iri both races with times of 
Worcester, a·ccording to · team 6: 18 in the first race and 6:24 in 
coaches. ' the second. 
"W_e're stronger now at this · In Worcester, the varsity 
with tiines of 6:58 for the first 
boat and ·7:08 for the second. ' 
The · 'hea vys' raced well in 
Worcester, Gan::lener said, 
· despite· some problems at the . 
start, placing · second and . _ 
fourth fo-the same race. 
point than we normally are," men were again strong, Allsopp 
Cecily Croft, Women's varsity said. The lightweights finished 
coach said. . behind Conn: College, · but , 
The two women's eights had raced fast. -The heavyweight 
impressive races in Boston, eight had a close race with 
Croft said. The heav~1weight Conn. College, but pulled away 
eight beat out Simmons in the _ in the last 500 meters, beating 
1500 meter sprint placing first Connecticut by a boatlength. 
at 5:36. The lightweight eight According to novice coaches 
placed a strong third at 6:05, · Marc Lessard (women) and 
two seconds· behind Simmons Doug Gardener ( men), the 
"The boats need this racing -
experience because there are so ; 
many who .aren't that-
experienced in competition 
with higher level crews." 
Allsopp said; 
-The-men's vo·lleybail.team placed 2nd in NE. Front(L-R) Dave· -
Dµrling, John Patterson, • Steve Gold, Coach Willie 
Cloepping~Back Bruce Stone, Chris Wester; John Healy and 
Mike Duvall.(photo court~sy of Andrea Parker) 
. - ·r- .- - -.-_ -
Allar off to the 'Soviet Union 
- and Northeastern. boats are doing well compared -
According to Croft, the to other crews. The novice · By Thomas Hayes . Colorado Springs." 
women have been competiti've woinen raced -their -first sprint He _says his association with Allar won't be with the 
right from the start of the competitively Lessard said. the University of New Wildcathockeyteamnextyear. . 
season. This past ·weekend in The 'A' boat placed third in Hampshire hockey team has In May, he will be leaving UNH 
Worcester the 'heavys' blew by Boston at 6:08 losing to _ been one of an: "assistant · to go to the Soviet U ni·on to 
UM ASS and Connecticut Simmons. by less than·_ one assistant coach." · prepare for his stay at the_ 
College to win the 2000 meter second and winner, North- For the past two years, Greg Pushkin Institute in Moscow. 
sprint _ in 6:59. The lightweight eastern. The 'B' boat also Allar has volunteered his time H€ will be trying to · pursue 
eight placed . second at 7:29 pl-aced third in their race at to the .hockey team. He traveled ; another love-the study of the 
beating UM ASS, but was - 6:39. In Worcester, the 'A' boat with the team and fi'lled in when Russian language. · ' · 
unable ·to ·cat~h a fast Conn. sprinted- the 2000 meters clearly the .coaches needed a hand. As Allar will supervise a group 
· College eight. beating UM ASS and Conn. · a token of apprecjation for his · of American students as a 
"Everyone's beginning to live College. The 'B' boat placed services,. the UN H ·Friends of visting professor of Middle-
up to the potential I see them third in the same race. Hockey ·presented A liar with a bur~' College. Through the 
having and at times have Acc_ording to Gardener, two ·UNH chair at the annual Council on International 
demonstrated some real speed, races are not a clear indication banquet. Exchange, Allar will direct a 
the type of aggressiveness of the season, but ·his novice "My role -with the team has program that he was once a 
needed to win _ a champion- men are as good as any crew in been minor," says the assistant student in. In 1970, Allar first 
ship," said head coach Chris the past at UNH, but with more p1:ofessor of Russian language. _ visited the USSR as an 
Allsopp."Theprogressthey're depth. In ·Boston, _two "But, Ihaveafasci"nation ·with! undergraduate in this same 
making is so rapi-d. I'm really lightweight boats placed the team. It's been a terrific program. . 
excited about the outcome.'' · second to MIT in their experience and I wouldn't trade While in the Soviet Union, 
The varsity men sho~ed this respective races. At Worcester, it for anything." Allar hopes to watch some 
progress both in Boston and the lightweights proved more - According to Allar, his Soviet hockey teams practice. 
Worcester , . according to powerful against UM ASS and qualifi.cat,ions include "being "The Soviets .seem a little 
Allsopp. ·In Bostpn, the Conn. ' College w_inning their an avid fan of the team" and stubborn to share their 
lightweight eight battled MIT race . . The two heavyweight "having attended ·the advanced secrets," concedes AUac He is 
for 2000 meters, finishing only boats beat UMASS in Boston, course of the Amateur Hockey hoping to speak with some 
four seconds back af 6:34 . The · - -placing second to a strong BU Association's coaching clinic in Soviet coaches and learn some 
new techniques. "J · feel. I can 
contribute a great deal to 
amateur hockey in America 
when I return." · 
His wife Nancy, a pharma-
cist, hopes to work at the 
American Embassy in 
. Moscow. Allar,· who .can hold 
his own· in Polish and German, 
intends to further his 
knowledge - of the Russian 
language while Working on 
research projects to benefit 
-American students studying 
Russian. · 
Allar says · that working at 
_ the Pushkin Institute is a "big 
honor; a big promotion right 
out ,of the blue." Allar describes · 
the institute as the foremost · 
center for people teaching ' 
Russian. · 
.This will be the fourth trip to 
the Soviet Union for Allar, who 
received his doctorate in slavic 
languages and .literature from 
the University of Michigan in 
1977. His goals, upon returning 
A LLAR, page 26 -
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Sports 
Lax-worn.en smother Eagles and Big Gr~en 
By Steve Langevin 
Defense paved the way for 
the UNH women's lacrosse 
squad, as they swept a pair of 
games this week, holding the~r , 
opposition to only three goals 
in each contest. 
- . Tuesday, the Wildcats 
· defeated the Boston CoUege , 
Eagles 9-3, thanks to a _ 
devastating second half 
barrage. In that half UNH : , 
: outshot the Eagles 24-6 and 
: outscored them 6-1. 
Leading onl~1 3-2 at the end 
; of the first half, the Wildcats ·-
: struck fast and furious at the 
, start of the second, scoring five :.· 
times in the first five minutes.-. 
The offense continued their 
surge and the defense protected· 
goalie Robin Balducci for the 
rest of the game as the Wildcats 
coasted to victory . 
Sara Kittredge led the attack 
with four goals and an ·assist, 
while Pauline Collins added -
three goals and one assist. 
- In their victory - over· 
Dartmouth yesterday, UNH 
grabbed an early lead and was 
in control throughout. 
Kittredge continued her torrid . 
scoring pace of late with a goal 
just 3 I seconds into the·contest, 
off a nice pass by Suzie I;Iaynes.' 
~~~~a[~2J:~f~~e 5;:t:o~~~~ , Pauline Collins(lO) going for the ball in front of the Dartmouth net yesterday. Collins had a goal and two assists in UNH's 8-3 win.(Frank_co~~entino photo) _ - - _ 
Amy Tchao brought her team ~-------~----:------------- ---,-----------------'------,-!.- ~-'----_:_ __ _ 
within one 4:56 into the game. UN H continued to press 
The Wildcats then broke the Dartmouth goalie Tori Parrot c • 
· game open, scoring three goals in the second half, resulting "in . · rim SO fi 
in the next 3:30, to go ahead 5- Kittredge's third goal ·of the 
2. Scoring during that game at 5:44. The Wildcats 
-onslaught were Haynes, · then got goals from Collins and By ·Chris Urick hitting arid aggressive defense, 
FreshmanKarenGerominiand another by Kittredge, Harvard University behind onlytotrailafterone,2-0.UNH 
Kittredge, with Collins sandwiched around a fivegoalsbyChrisPufolsanda controlled the perimeter play, 
assisting on the final two. Dartmouth score, to account •st r O ng fourth quarter but - couldn't penetrate the 
Dartmouth managed_ a goal . for the fina_l margin of vic~ory. performance, handed the UNH -tough Harvard zone defense. 
at 16:44 to make the half-time The Wildcats travel to men's lacrosse _ team their "They forced us to pass it 
score 5-2 in favor of UNH. The ·Boston, MA to take on second straight home loss 12- . around, but we had the shots", 
-WildcatsoutshottheBigGreen Northwestern tomorrow, 10, on a cold -Tuesdav 'said UNH head coach Ted 
15-5 thanks to their swarming . before returning home next afternoon at Cowell Stadium~ - Garber. "They 'play the zone 
offense and almost impene- Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. to face . The ~ildcats came out flying well." 
trable defense. ' Yale. m the first quarter -wi~h hard The second period saw UN H 
·come back early and eut 
Harvard's lead to 3-2 on goals 
by juniors Lance Richard and 
Steve Giatrelis. Richard 
carried a Tom Arrix pass into 
the open corner at the 3:00 
mark, and Giatrelis leaped up . 
for a Tom Snow pass -and 
deposited into the net fiftv-
, eight seconds later to make it 3- · 
2. After Harvard went up 5-3, 
on a Tom Corcoran goaJ, UNH 
rallied for the final three goals 
of the quarter. Defenseman 
Steve Fay took the face-off 
after the Harvard goal, split the 
Harvard defense, and went all 
_ the way to cut the lead to one at 
9:40. Giatrelis tied it up as he 
took passes from. Arrix and 
Steve Zamojski and beat goalie 
Gerard Woel. Freshman Barry 
Fraser fired a low shot in at 
14:50 to put lJNH up for the 
first time, 6-5. 
consecutive goals by Pufols 
and Rob Hawley. UNH goalie 
Andy Soma played an 
· exceptional quarter, as he 
made a .number _ of excellent 
saves to he! p UN H hold the 
lead throughout the quarter. 
Harvard became the 
· aggressor in the fourth quarter, 
ris they took advantage of their 
opportunities and carved ou-t 
an early lead. Pufols scored his 
fourth and fifth goals early in 
the period to put Harvard up 
by two at 10-8, ·and when 
Martin Garcia scored on an 
isolation.move at the side of the 
net, Harvard was µp for good 
at 11 -8. UNH received late 
goals by junior Jim Meyers and 
Giatrelis who scored his.fourth 
by beating W oel with nine 
seconds left to account for the 
I-2-10 final. 
As was the case in the Brown 
game, UN H played a strong 
_ overall game, but failed ·10 get 
the breaks. "We would come 
down and press, but let them 
off the hook, then they would 
pick up a loose ball, go down to 
our end and score," said 
Garber. -
The second half began with 
lJNH k~eping the play physical 
and capitalizing on their 
momentum. After Giatrelis 
and Harvard's Pufols 
exchanged early goals, Fraser 
put UN H up 8-6, as he picked 
the ball out from a scramble in 
front of the Harvard net and 
scooped .it in past Woe!. The· 
play slowed drastically after the 
Fraser goal,until Harvard tied 
the game late in the quarter on 
• "We're j ust not getting the 
breaks," commented UN H 
defenseman John Silverio, 
reiterating- the same thought. 
'. '"It seems like every game we 
come out strong, take the lead, 
thtm lose it; it's aggravating." 
The lbss drops -UNH to 2-5 
on the season with seven games 
_to play. ,'4We were hoping to 
win today, and go to _lJ Mass 
with a chance _ to go to :500," 
added Silverio. The team 
travels to UMass on Monday, 
before going to Boston College 
on Wedneday. -
- UNH's Steve Giatrelis(lO) carrying the ball ~gainst Harvard Wednesday. The Wildcats lost 12-
JO.(Scott Young photo) 
